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Abstract 
Yao, D., Higher algebraic K-theory of admissible abelian categories and localization theorems, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 77 (1992) 263-339. 
We define admissible abelian categories and compute the K-theory of such categories, with the 
aim to study and compute the K-groups of noncommutative rings and other noncommutative 
situations. One of the main results of this dissertation is the localization theorem. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the recent results of Thomason and 
Trobaugh on algebraic K-theory of schemes to certain noncommutative situa- 
tions, that is, to establish a localization theorem and related results for algebraic 
K-theory of noncommutative rings and other noncommutative situations. 
A localization theorem is a theorem on the local and global relationships which 
helps one to reduce a global problem to a local one which is usually less difficult. 
Quillen [ll] established a localization theorem for G-theory (or I(‘-theory) which 
became a main support for his many results about G-theory of noetherian 
schemes. Thomason and Trobaugh [14] recently succeeded in establishing a 
localization theorem for K-theory of commutative rings and quite general 
schemes and thereby being able to give proofs of many basic results about 
K-theory of commutative rings and schemes. The attempt to establish localization 
theorems for K-theory of noncommutative rings started as early as the attempt for 
the commutative cases. For the story of this, see [l], [2], [4-71, [16], [17], etc. 
Since the main results of this paper require more definitions, they will appear in 
Section 5. Instead we present two applications of the main results here: 
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Theorem 6.1. Let R be an arbitrary ring, t, , . . . , t, be n elements in the center of R 
or if not, there are ‘p,, . . . , cpn E Aut(R) such that for any a E R, tia = cp,(a)t,, 
qj(ti) = ti, cp, 0 ‘p, = vi 0 ‘p, for all i, j = 1, . . , n. If Rt, + * . . + Rt, = R, then we have 
a homotopy equivalence 
fi KB(R[tT’])2 fi KB(R[t_‘tJ1])z. * .I 
j=l I,j=l - 
and therefore a strongly convergent spectral sequence 
j7f.q = HP fi K;(R[t,‘])+ fi K,B(R[t,'t,'])+* . .) 
j=l i,j=l 
Actually this paper was partially motivated by the above result which first 
appeared in correspondence between C. Weibel and T. Hodges where it was 
raised as kind of a conjecture and all tj’s were assumed in the center of R; and C. 
Weibel pointed out a proof when R is regular. 
Combined with Quillen’s results on filtered rings (see [ll, Section 6, Theorem 
7]), our main results imply: 
Proposition 6.2. Let X be a smooth variety over a field k; then the embedding from 
the structure sheaf Ox of X to the sheaf Bn, of germs of differential operators on X 
induces isomorphisms of K-groups: 
K,(X) G K,(9,) for all n . 
The reader may find a brief sketch of the paper is helpful. 
For greater generality and wider applications, in Section 1 we introduce the 
concept of admissible abelian categories (Definition 1.6.1), which is motivated by 
the way to glue sheaves given over a covering (cf. Proposition 1.5.1). We establish 
basic properties of such categories, among which an interesting one is Proposition 
1.6.9. 
Instead of considering locally projective objects, in Section 2 we consider 
perfect complexes which are a generalization of usual perfect complexes over a 
scheme to our context of admissible abelian categories. The category of perfect 
complexes will be the category to define K-theory. This technique was originally 
developed by A. Grothendieck and greatly exploited in [14]. One main advantage 
in choosing perfect complexes instead of locally projective objects is that the 
category of perfect complexes is a biwaldhausen category with cylinder and 
cocylinder functors. We are then able to take advantage of the powerful results in 
Waldhausen’s construction of K-theory where the existence of cylinder and 
cocylinder functors is required, while usually the category of locally projective 
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objects does not have cylinder and cocylinder functors. The basic characterization 
of a perfect complex is Proposition 2.4(a). 
Section 3 consists of the definition of K-theory of admissible abelian categories 
and the proofs of the two basic results of this paper: the excision theorem 
(Theorem 3.2) and the localization theorem (Theorem 3.3) in proto-form. The 
K-theory defined here coincides with the usual K-theory in most cases people are 
interested in, for example, when the admissible abelian category is the category of 
all R-modules, with R an arbitrary ring; or the admissible abelian category is the 
category Pk of all quasi-coherent sheaves over the projective line over a ring (cf. 
[ll, Section 8.21); or the admissible abelian category is the category of all 
quasi-coherent sheaves of 9Q-modules where %x is a quasi-coherent sheaf of 
ox-algebras, and X is a scheme with an ample family of line bundles (for 
example, X is a quasi-projective scheme over an affine scheme S), etc. 
Section 4 contains the proof of the projective line bundle theorem (Theorem 
4.0.1) for an admissible abelian category. Section 5 follows [14] to construct 
negative degree K-groups, corresponding to which is the nonconnected K-theory 
spectrum; and extends the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4 to negative degrees 
and lists the main theorems this paper has obtained which are Theorem 5.2 (Bass 
fundamental theorem), Theorem 5.3 (excision), Theorem 5.4 (projective line 
bundle theorem), Theorem 5.5 (localization) and Theorem 5.7 (Mayer-Vietoris). 
Section 6 contains the two applications mentioned above. 
Finally I would like to thank heartfully my adviser Robert Thomason whose 
guidance has been invaluable in my study of mathematics and preparation of this 
paper. I also want to thank Charles Weibel for his valuable comments and 
encouragement. This paper is a revised version of my Ph.D. Thesis submitted to 
the Department of Mathematics at the Johns Hopkins University which I also 
want to thank for its hospitality. 
1. Admissible abelian categories 
1.0. In this section we define admissible categories and establish basic properties 
of such categories. One keeps in mind as a naive example the category of all 
quasi-coherent sheaves of 0,-modules over a scheme X with an ample family of 
line bundles. The main reference for the part of category theory is [lo], also [12] 
for torsion theories and localization. 
A category is called locally small if for every object in the category, the 
collection of all its subobjects is a set. In this paper, we assume all the categories 
considered to be locally small. 
First we briefly review the torsion theories and localizations over an Ab5 
category. An Ab5 category is an abelian category which is cocomplete and has 
exact colimits. Let ti be an Ab5 category; a torsion theory on & is a pair of 
collections of objects in &, 7 = (9, 9), such that (a) if A E F-, B E 9, then 
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Hom,(A, B) = 0; (b) if A E ti is such that for any BE 9, Hom,(A, B) = 0, 
then A E F; if B E & is such that for any A E 3, Hom,(A, B) = 0, then B E 9. 
Let r = (Y, 9) be a torsion theory on ~4, then 3 is closed under quotients, 
extensions and direct sums. Conversely, if we have a collection 9 of objects 
in ti such that 9 is closed under quotients, extensions and direct sums, then 
we have a uniquely determined torsion theory r = (Y, 9), where 9 = {B E 
& ) Hom,(A, B) = 0, for any A E S}. A torsion theory r = (5, S) is called 
hereditary if Y is also closed under subobjects. In this paper we consider only 
hereditary torsion theories, and omit writing ‘hereditary’. We call objects in 9 to 
be T-torsion and objects in 8 to be r-torsion free. Also, for the sake of explicitly, 
we use r-Tor to denote the collection of all r-torsion objects and T-Free to denote 
the collection of all r-torsion free objects, instead of 3 and 9. A morphism 
f : A + B in & is called a r-isomorphism if ker( f) and coker( f) are T-torsion. An 
object C in ~4 is called r-closed if for any r-isomorphism f : A-+ B, f* : 
Hom,(B, C) -+ Hom,4(A, C) is an isomorphism. We denote by &, the full 
subcategory of ti of all r-closed objects. If we let r-Tor also denote the full 
subcategory of ~4 of all r-torsion objects, then r-Tor is a thick subcategory of ,Y&, 
so we have the quotient functor j,* : d-+ &/(r-Tor), which is exact. If j: has a 
right adjoint functor j,* : &/(r-Tar)+ &, then we call T a localizing torsion 
theory. In that case, we have a category equivalence between d/(7-Tor) and s$, 
then we can let j,* : _dT 4 d be the embedding, and choose a functor still denoted 
by i: : d+ _caT uniquely up to natural isomorphism, such that j,* 0 j,* = Id,,, 
(j: , j,*) are adjoint and j,* is exact. Notice that then S;e, is also an Ab5 category, 
j,, is left exact, and the adjunction map Id+ j,. 0 j: is a r-isomorphism. A torsion 
theory is a localizing torsion theory iff for any object A E &, there is an object 
C E 94, and a r-isomorphism A-+ C, or iff the embedding j,* : .dT + .d has an 
exact adjoint functor j,* : ~2 + .d, . From now on, for a localizing torsion theory 7, 
we always let j,. : 5d7 + d denote the embedding. Choose the adjoint functor 
i: : d-+ 59, to be such that j,* oj,* = Id,7, then (j,* , j,*) is called a localizing 
adjoint pair of functors for 7. 
Let X = {T, u, . . .} be a set of torsion theories on ~4, T % (T means (r-Tor) C 
(V-TOT); the union U TEXT is the smallest torsion theory ZT, for all r E X; the 
intersection f-7 7EX r is the biggest torsion theory ST, for all r E X, and then 
1.0.1. Lemma. Let T i u be two localizing torsion theories on &; then: 
(a) &, 3 &c as subcategories of ~4. 
(b) ~4~ fl (c-Tor) is closed under subobjects, quotients, extensions, and direct 
sums in ~4~. So &T f? (a-Tor) determines a torsion theory 6 on ti7 with 
G-Tor = d7 fl (a-Tor). Then (dT), = ~4~~ and (j,” 14, j,,) becomes a localizing 
adjoint pair for 6 on ti7. 
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Proof. Omitted. Cl 
Thus if r 5 IT, we will use 6 to denote the induced localizing torsion theory on 
.$, and choose (j,* (%,j,*) to be the localizing adjoint pair of functors for a. 
1.0.2. Lemma. Let T,(T be two localizing torsion theories on &. If there is a 
natural isomorphism (j,*oj,*)o( j,.oj,*)-+( j,.oj,*)o( j,.oj:), then .s4T fl 
(u-Tor) is closed under subobjects, quotients, extensions, and direct sums in tiT. So 
.I&, n (a-Tor) determines a torsion theory 5 on .~4~ with (T-Tor = d7 fl (a-Tor). 
Then (Sa,), = s&, j,* Id7 : dT - &, and jo*1d7,,C : .s&, -+ .rd7 become a localiz- 
ing adjoint pair of functors 6 on ti,. 
Proof. Notice that ~4~“~ c tiT and .PZ~~~ C dU, then the proof is easy. q 
Thus if r,(~ are two localizing torsion theories on an Ab5 category .& such that 
there is a natural isomorphism (j,. oj~)“(j,~oj,*)-,(j,~oj,*)o(j,~oj,*)~ then 
r U u is also a localizing torsion theory on &, and we will use a to denote the 
localizing torsion theory on 59, induced from u, and choose ( j," I&,, j,*l,d,,,) to be 
the localizing adjoint pair of functors for 3. See Corollary 1.5.2 for the more 
delicate problem of intersections of torsion theories. 
1.1.0. Definition. Let & be an Ab5 category; a line bundle on & is an endo- 
equivalence of the category F : & + d. Notice that F preserves exactness, 
colimits, etc. A section of F is a natural transformation s : Id+ F such that 
Fs = SF : F+ F’. A divisor on 4 is a pair (s, F) with s a section of F. 
Given a divisor (s, F) on ti ye construct an endo-functor sY’ : sd+ sd with 
s-‘A=hm (A&FA-%F*A&.. .) for any A E .&. Because F and 5 are 
exact, s& s-‘. It is easy to see that s-‘os-~ = s-l (notice* that here we use a 
convention: if the morphism A-+ 5 (As FAS F2As. . .) is an isomor- 
phism, we let S-IA = A). Let s also denote the torsion theory on d with s-Tor = 
all those A E ti with s-‘A = 0. Then the embedding z&~- ~2 is right adjoint to 
S -’ : &a~--, ~4,. So s is a localizing torsion theory on &, and we let j: = s-l. 
1.1.1. Lemma. Let (s, F) be a divisor on an Ab5 category ~4, then the embedding 
j,* : .ds+ d is exact and commutes with colimits. 
Proof. First notice that 
j,*oj: =s-‘=lim (Id--&FsF 2 sF2 we. .) 
3 
commutes with colimits. Let { Ba} be a diagram in ds, then 
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=l$ j,,j,*j,,B, =lim, j,,B, 
The exactness of j,, is easy to see by considering the pushout of the diagram: 
Remember that j_ is always left exact for any localizing torsion theory 7. •i 
1.1.2. Example. Let .PZ = R-Mod, the category of all left R-modules, where R is a 
ring, F = Id, let s be a central element of R, and also let s : Id+ Id be the 
multiplication by s. Then (s, F) is a divisor on R-Mod, s-‘M = M[s-‘1 for any 
M E R-Mod, and ti5 = R[s-‘]-Mod. 
1.1.3. Example. Let ti = R-Mod, s be an element of R such that there is an 
automorphism cp of R with sx = cp(x)s, q(s) = S, for any x E R. Let qR be the R-R 
bimodule R with multiplication r 63 a 63 b + p(r)ab and let I; = vR 8 -, s : Id-+ F 
be induced by the bimodule morphism R-+ pR sending x to sx for any x E R. 
Then (s, F) is a divisor on R-Mod, s-‘M = M[s-‘1 for any ME R-Mod, and 
.JZ$ = R[s-‘]-Mod. 
By Morita theory, if Z$ = R-Mod, any line bundle F on d is of the form P @ - 
for some finitely generated projective R-R bimodule P which is invertible in the 
sense that there is another R-R bimodule Q such that P@ Q z Q 63 P s R as 
bimodules. A section is a bimodule morphism s : R+ P such that s 8 1, = 
l,@s: P*P@P. 
1.1.4. Example. Let s& = Qcoh(X), the category of all quasi-coherent sheaves of 
O,-modules over a scheme X, 9 be a line bundle on X, s : Ox+ .Z a section. Set 
F = 2’ C3 -. Then (s, F) is a divisor on Qcoh(X) and dS = Qcoh(X,), where X, is 
the nonvanishing locus for s. Let F be a line bundle on .& 5 = F(Q,). Then Z’is a 
line bundle in the usual sense because 21, = P-, where U is any open affine 
subscheme of X and P is a projective invertible T(U, C&)-module and F = 22 63 -. 
1.1.5. Example. Let X be a scheme, %x be a quasi-coherent sheaf of Ox- 
algebras, Se = category of all sheaves of %x-modules E Qcoh(X). Then a line 
bundle 2 on X induces a line bundle F on ti with F(A) = L CXJ~~JU, for any 
Ju E &. A section of 9 on X induces a section on F, and dS = the category of 
sheaves of %!2,-modules E Qcoh(X,). In particular, if X, is affine, then 
dS = T(X,, %&Mod. 
1.1.6. Example. Let SJZ = Pk, the category of modules on the projective line over 
R (recall [ll]). An object in Pk is a triple (M, 19, N), where ME R[T]-Mod, 
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NE R[ T-‘]-Mod and 8 : M[T-‘J- N[T] is an isomorphism of R[T, T-‘I- 
modules. Let F= ( )(l), i.e. for any (M, 8, N) E Pk, F((M, 6, N)) = 
(M, 8, N)(l) = (M, T-‘8, N), and let 
s = (1, T-l) : (M, 8, N)+ F((M, 0, N)) = (44, Fe, N) . 
Then (s, F) is a divisor on Pi, and 
S-‘(M, 8, N) = 2 ((iv, e,lv)a (M, T-‘8, iv)-, . . .) 
= (kt, 8, N[ T-Q . 
Thus .s$ is equivalent to the category of all (M, 8, M[T-‘I), where M E R[ T]- 
Mod, so is equivalent to R[ T]-Mod. 
Before going ahead, we establish the following facts: 
1.2.1.1. Let G,, G,, H, and E-r, be endo-functors on a category ~4, A, : G,+ HI, 
A, : GZ-+ H2 be natural transformations. Then we have the canonical natural 
transformation A, A, : G,G, -+ H, Hz, where A, A, = H, A, 0 A, G, = A, Hz 0 G, A,. 
More generally, let G,, . . . , G,, H,, . . . , H,, be endo-functors on Se, hi : Gi-+ 
Hi be natural transformations. By induction we have a natural transformation 
A, . . . A,, : G, . . . G, = (- *. ((G1G2)G3). a. G,) 
-+H;. - H, = f-. . ((H1H2)H3). . -H,) . 
These natural isomorphisms are subject to coherent conditions that certain 
diagrams commute, therefore A, * . . A, thus defined is independent of the paren- 
theses. 
1.2.1.2. If we have a third set of endo-functors of &, P,, . . . , P,, and natural 
transformations pz : Hi+ Pi, then the composite 
G, . . + G, 
Al...A” by”‘& 
-HI*-. H,,---+P,..-P, 
is equal to 
where ( I_L 0 A)i = pi 0 A,. We can use induction to prove it easily. 
1.2.1.3. Let G,, . . . , G, be a set of endo-functors on ~2, natural isomorphisms 
pii: GiGi+GiGi, i,j=l,..., n are said to satisfy the coherent commutative 
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condition if pij 0 pji = id and the following diagram commutes: 
G&k 
G,G,G, - 
PikG, 
~G,G,G,- G,G,G 
I 
P,,Gk GkPtj 
G,G,G, - 
GI&k 
G,G,G,---- G G.G, . 
P,kGz k I 
If G,, . . . , G, and H,, . . , H, are two sets of endo-functors on S& and natural 
transformations pii : G,G,+ GjGi and xi : HiHi + H,H, satisfy the coherent com- 
mutative condition, and natural transformations Ai : G, + H, are such that the 
diagram 
HiHj - HjHi 
% 
commutes, then by coherence 
unique natural transformation 
for any permutation p of { 1, . . . , n}, there is a 
induced by A,Pij and yi, which is independent of intermediate steps. The reader 
who wants to see details about coherence may consult [9]. 
1.2.2. Definition. A finite set of divisors (s,, F,), . , (s,, F,) on an Ab5 category 
ti is called compatible if there are natural isomorphisms y,j : F, F, + F,F,, i, j = 
l,..., II, which satisfy the coherent commutative condition as in 1.2.1.3, and 
further, s,Fi = xi 0 Fi.s, : Fi-+ F,F,. 
1.2.3. Example. Let ~4 = R-Mod, si, . . . , s, be n elements in the ring R, 
‘pl,. . . , ‘p, be y1 automorphisms of R, such that for any a E R, sia = cp,(a)s,, 
cp,(s,) = si, qcp, = q,+y ; set F, = ‘PiR @ -. Then {(s, , F,), . . , (s,, F,,)} becomes a 
set of divisors on & as described in Example 1.1.3, and they are compatible. In 
particular, if s,, . . . , s, are n elements in the center of a ring R, then we can let 
‘p, = Id for all i and get a compatible set of divisors. 
1.3.1. Definition. If (s, F), (t, G) are two divisors on an Ab.5 category S& and 
there is a natural isomorphism y : F+ G such that -yo t = s, then we say (s, F) 
and (t, G) are isomorphic. 
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1.3.2. Lemma. For two isomorphic divisors (s, F) and (t, G) with isomorphism y, 
y induces a natural isomorphism s-l -+ t-’ 
Proof. In the diagram 
Ids_FSF_F2... 
I I I 
2 Id-G-G ... f lG 
the vertical natural transformations are 
the diagram is from 1.2.1.2. Because all 
from 1.2.1.1, and the commutativity of 
the vertical maps are isomorphisms, we 
get a natural isomorphism on the colimits: SF’ j t-‘. 0 
1.3.3. Let (si, F,), . . . , (s,, F,,) be compatible divisors on & with natural iso- 
morphisms rii : F,F,-+ F,F,. By 1.2.1.1 we have natural transformations 
sis, : Id+ FiF,; then (sisi, F,F,) is a divisor on .& by 1.2.1.3. We call (s,sj, F,F,) 
the intersection of (s;, F,) and (sj, F,). It is a straightforward check that 
(sisj, F,F,) is isomorphic to (sjsi, F,F,) through yij. More generally, let I = 
{iI,. . . , iP} be a p-tuple of elements of { 1, . , . , n} ; then we have a divisor 
(iI,“=, si*> E’=, FJ on &. If J is a q-tuple, then {a} induce a unique isomor- 
phism IYIJ : (IL Fi,)(Hl q,)+ <FL ~,UI, CJ. 
1.3.4. Lemma. {(n si, HF,)}, are compatible divisors on .& In particular, for 
arbitrary natural numbers k,, . . . , k,, {(SF, Ffl), i = 1,. . . , n} are compatible 
divisors on SQ. 
Proof. Obvious. q 
1.3.5. Lemma. Let {(si, 
(a) There are natural 
{Yij>. 
FL), i = 1,. . . , n} be compatible divisors on ~4 ; then: 
isomorphisms of functors (s,sj)-I-+ s[‘sT’ induced by 
(b) There are natural isomorphisms pij : s_‘s~‘-+ si’s,T’ induced by { yij} which 
satisfy the coherent commutative condition in 1.2.1.3. If 
hi : I&s;’ =l& (Id--fi,F’~F2+- -) 
denotes the natural transformation induced by IdhId, then we have 
hjS_’ = j3ijTs;‘hj. 
(c) Fi(sj-Tor) C sj-Tor. si’(sj-Tor) C sj-Tor. 
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Proof. (a) Let Z’ be the ordered set of all nonnegative integers, G, : Z+ X Z+ -+ 
Cat(ti, &) be the functor with G,(p, q) = FPFY; then (a) is from the com- 
mutativity of colimits: 
2 (2 G,(p, q))=%,((lim G,(p, q))zQ G,(p, P). 
4 P P 4 P 
(b) Let Gi be the transpose of G,,, i.e., Gs( p, q) = GJ q, p). Then let pi, be 
the natural isomorphism induced from the natural isomorphism cj : G,+ GB 
induced by y,j in an obvious way. The other statements are from 1~2.1. 
(c) Let A E (.s,-Tor). Then si’(sLr’A) g s,‘(si’A) = s,‘(O) = 0, so s_‘(A) E 
s,-Tor, thus .s-‘(s;-Tor) C s,-Tor. Similarly, si’(F,A) E F;(sr’A) = 0, so F,(A) E 
sj-Tor, thus F,(sj-‘Tor) C sjiTor. 0 
1.4.1. A complex of functors (F., d) on ti is a chain (or cochain) complex 
Cat(sQ, &). We call (F., d) acyclic on a subcategory 6% C sd if for all B E 3, 
(F.(B), d) =:. -F,(B)~F,_,(B)+- 
in 
is acyclic in Se. We call (F., d) acyclic mod 93 if H,(F.(A), d) E C-23 for all A E ~4. 
If G is another endo-functor on ti, then G(F., d) = (GF., Gd) and (F., d)G = 
(F.G, dG) are complexes of functors on &. If we have two complexes of functors 
(F., d) and (H., a) on ,pP, we define (F., d)(H., a) to be the direct sum total 
complex of the double complex (F,H,, 2) of functors. 
1.4.2. Lemma. If (F., d) or (H., a) is bounded, or they both are bounded from 
one side, then (F., d)(H., ~3) is acyclic if one of the following is assumed: 
(a) (H., a) is acyclic and all F,‘s are exact. 
(b) (F., d) is acyclic. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
1.4.3. Definition. Let (si, F, ), . . . , (s,, F,,) be compatible divisors on an Ab5 
category &; then 
fi (Id& F,) = IdA K’(s,, . . . , sn) 
r=l 
is a complex of functors on &, where 
K’(s,, . . . , sJ= 5 F,A3F;F,+~~. 
i4j 
We call K’(s,, . . . , s,) the Koszul complex of functors on ~4 with respect to 
(sl, F,), . . . , (s,, F,,), and call E = (s,) the augmentation of the Koszul complex. 
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1.4.4. Lemma. IdsK’(s,, . . . , sn) is acyclic mod (n ;=I (s,-Tor)). 
Proof.Becauses~1(Id~F,)~(Id~~j)s~’,and~~~1(Id--sf->~i)~s~~1~s~~1 
is acyclic, 
k=l k=i+l 
is acyclic by Lemma 1.4.2, i.e., 
for all i, so nIi (id & Fi) is acyclic mod ( n := 1 (s,-Tor)). 0 
1.4.5. Definition. Let (sl, F,), . . . , (s,, F,,) be compatible divisors on an Ab5 
category ,aQ; then 
~~(Id~,;l)=Id~~(~;‘,...,s;‘) 
is a complex of functors on &, where Ai is as in Lemma 1.3.5(b) and 
We call cV(sI’, . . . , sil) tech complex of functors on ~4 with respect to 
(sl, F,), . . . , (s,, F,), and call 6 = (hi) the augmentation of the tech complex. 
1.4.6. Lemma IdAt(s,‘, . . . ,sil ) is acyclic mod ( fl y= 1(s,-Tor)). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.4.4. 0 
1.5.1. Proposition. Let (sl, F, ), . . , (s,, F,,) be compatible divisors on un Ab5 
category .& denote by 2 the category of data (M, , d,) ;, j, where Mi E .$,, 
Oij : s~~‘(M,)%i’(M,) f or i < j, such that for any i < j < k, the following diagram 
commutes: 
Pi, 
~;‘s;~M~-sj~s,?M~ 
3; QLk 
- +,‘M, 
I 
SL ,k -‘e 
I 
4 
s,‘s;‘Mj- 
Pik 
s,‘s;~M~ ---+s,‘s,‘M, ; 
Sk’@,, 
a morphism in Z is f = (A) : (Mi, Oij)+ (N,, nij), where f; : Mi + IV, such that 
S;‘fioeij=7jijOS-‘J.. 
Then there is a category equivalence between tiV and 2, where u = n si. 
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Proof. Define G : d + 2 by G(A) = (s_lA, pjj) for any A E .d, where pjj is as in 
Lemma 1.3.5(b), and H : Z + ~4 by H((M,, 0,)) = P for any (Mi, O;j) E 2, where 
P is the equalizer of the following fork: 
where A7 is the composite 
and g, is the composite 
JJMi*Mi&~l(Mi)) 
and the rr,‘s are projections. Ln order to prove 94,s 2, since .J$~ f .&?/(r-Tor), 
we need to prove &/(O--Tor)G,Z. By [lo, Theorem 4.91, we need to show that G 
is exact, which is obvious, and that H is a full and faithful right adjoint functor of 
G. By the universal property of an equalizer, for any A E d and (M;, eij) E 2, we 
have a natural isomorphism 
Hom,(A, P)~Hom,((s.F’A, P;j>> (M;, e;j)) 2 
i.e., H is right adjoint to G. To prove H is full and faithful, we need to prove that 
the adjunction morphism GH-+ Id is an isomorphism, i.e., s_'(P) f M, for all i. 
Since s;Y’ is exact, we get the exact sequence 
O-s;‘(P)-r[s,-‘(M;)~ns,‘si’(M,) 
i i<j 
Consider Ml as an object in &; then G(M,) = (s[l(M,), p,) E 2. We claim that 
the equalizer of the fork from G(M,) is M, itself, i.e., 
O+ M~~ns-‘(M,)~ns-l~i’(M,) 
I g i<j 
is exact. In fact, let h = (hi) : N--+n; s_‘(M,) be such that f~ h = go h, where 
N E Sp; then 0,~ A; 0 h, = Aj 0 hi for all i, j; in particular, 0;; 0 Ai 0 h, = A, 0 hi for all i. 
Because 
A, : s;‘(M,)--,s,‘(s~~‘(M,)) = s;‘s;‘(M,) = $(M,) 
is an isomorphism, we have hi = A[’ 0 f3;;o Ai 0 h, for all i, i.e., hi is uniquely 
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determined by h,. Let k = h, : N + M, = s[‘(M,); then ((s-l))0 k = h, so M, is 
indeed the equalizer of the fork. 
Because the following diagram commutes: 
JJ nw: n s;‘(s;‘(Mt>) 
I i<j 
(4,) 
? I (P&‘(q) 
~s~‘(Mi);~s~‘(S~~l(M-)) 
I ’ 
I i<j 
and the vertical morphisms are isomorphisms, the rows have isomorphic kernels, 
i.e., sl’(P) g M,. 17 
1.5.2. Corollary. Let (sl, F,), . . . , (s,, F,,) be compatible divisors on an Ab5 
category J$ then u = n y=, si is also a localizing torsion theory on ~4, and the 
functor j,* . d-+ .dm can be chosen to send A E Se to the equalizer of 
(sil(A), Pi,). 0 
1.6.1. Definition. An admissible abelian category is an Ab5 category d provided 
with a finite set of compatible divisors {(si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} such that: 
(a) Each tiX, has a set of small projective generators. 
(b) n := 1 (s,-Tor) = 0. 
Recall that an object A E ~4 is called small if for any morphism A+ u,,, Bi, 
where Bi E &, the image is contained in ujcJ B, for some finite subset J of I. 
1.6.2. Example. In Example 1.2.3, if we further assume that Rs, + . . * + Rs, = 
R, then {R-Mod, (si, Fi), i = 1,. . . , n} becomes an admissible abelian category. 
1.6.3. Example. Let &! = Pk, the category of modules on the projective line 
bundle over a ring R, and F = ( )(l) : Pk + Pk as in Example 1.1.6 be the 
functor sending (M, 0, N) to F(M, 8, N) = (M, T-‘8, N); then 
s1 = (1, T-‘) : (M, 8, N)+ F(M, 0, N) , 
and 
s2 = (T, 1) : (M, 8, N) + F(M, 8, N) 
are two sections of F, and (st, F) and (s2, F) are compatible. Since 
s,-Tor = {(O,O, N)E Pk ( NE R[T-‘I-Modwith N[T] =0} , 
s,-Tor = {(M, 0,O) E Pk 1 M E R[ T]-Mod with M[ T’] = 0} , 
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so (s,-Tor) fI (s,-Tor) = 0, and because (Pi),, 1 R[ TJ-Mod and (I’;),, r R[ T-l]- 
Mod, both of which have a set of small projective generators, 
{Pk, (sr, F), (sZ, F)} is admissible. 
The following lemma gives us more examples of admissible abelian categories: 
1.6.4. Lemma. (a) Let (sl, F,), . . . , (s,, F,,) be compatible divisors on an Ab.5 
category &, such that dS, has a set of small projective generators for all i, 
u = n:,, s,. Then {tiu, (ii, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} is an admissible abelian category, 
where (S,, F,) is the divisor on s&‘, induced by (si, Fi). 
(b) Let (~4, (s,, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} b e an admissible abelian category, {(t,, Gj), 
j=l,.., , m} be another finite set of divisors on & such that {(si, Fi), (t,, Gj)} are 
compatible, T = nyEI ti. Then {tiT, (S,<., F,G,), i = 1, . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m} is 
admissible. 
Proof. (a) From Corollary 1.5.2, u is a localizing torsion theory on d, so tiV is 
also an Ab5 category. We only need to show that Fi induces endo-equivalence 
on tic. From Lemma 1.3.5(c), Fi(si-Tor) C sj-Tor, so F,( nr=, (s,-Tor)) C 
nlZl(s,-Tor), that is, F,(cr-Tor) C a-Tor; then F,T’(a-Tor) C r-Tor because (T- 
Tor is closed under isomorphism. Let f : A+ B be a cr-isomorphism; then 
F,:‘(f) : F-IA+ F,:‘B is also a a-isomorphism, so for any C E SYI~, 
(F_‘(f))* : Hom,(Fi’B, C)-+Hom,d(FIT’A, C) 
is an isomorphism. But Hom,(F,‘B, C) zHom,(B, r;lC), so we get an iso- 
morphism 
f * : Hom,(B, FjC)+ Hom,(A, F,C) , 
and thus FiC E &,, i.e., 
In the same way, we prove 
SO &Id_ is an endo-equivalence of dV. 
(b) As in (a), {(Si> Fi)) and {(tj> Gj)} naturally induce compatible divisors 
{(S;, F,)} and ((6, G,)} on ti7 by restriction. 
First we prove ni,j (5&-Tor) = 0. Let M E n i,, (S,<)-Tor), i.e., 
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for all i, j. Let Mi denote the maximal ii-torsion subobject of 44; then 
M/M, c ii’(M). So ?,Y1(MIMi) C F,:‘(SL:l(M)) = 0; then M/M, E $-Tor for all j, 
i.e., M/M, E nj ($-Tor). But nj (<.-Tor) = 0, as is proved in (a) above, so 
M/M, = 0, i.e., ME ii-Tor for all i. Thus 
and therefore f-l ,,I (.F&-Tor) = 0. 
Since (~2~)?,~ = (JY),~, = (Sa,),,, it remains to prove that if ti has a set of small 
projective generators, and (t, G) is a divisor on &, then tiC has a set of small 
projective generators. It is easy to see that an object P in an Ab5 category is small 
projective iff the functor Hom(P, -) commutes with arbitrary colimits. Now let 
P E d be small projective, {A,} be an arbitrary diagram in tit; then 
Hom,l(t-‘(P), l$ A,) g Hom,(P, jl* 2 A,) 
= Hom,(P, 5 j,,A,) 
g l$ Hom,(P, j,,A,) 
E% Horn&-‘P, A,) , 
where the embedding jr* : sZt+ ~4 is exact and commutes with colimits by Lemma 
1.1.1, so t-‘(P) is also small projective in &,, Obviously the image under tC’ of a 
set of generators in & is also a set of generators in &. Therefore, &t also has a set 
of small projective generators. This finishes the proof of (b). 0 
Next, we proceed to prove that an admissible abelian category is a grothendieck 
category with a set of locally finitely generated generators. Recall that a grothen- 
dieck category is an Ab5 category with a set of generators. 
1.65 Definition. Let ti be an Ab5 category with a set of small projective 
generators. An object A in ti is called finitely generated (f.g.) if there is an 
epimorphism u,“=, Pi + A, where {Pi} are small projective objects in &. Let 
{a, (si, Pi), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian category; an object A in d is 
called locally f.g. (with respect to {(si, Pi)}, if specification is needed) if each 
s_‘A is f.g. in sQ,<. 
1.6.6. Lemma. Let {&, (si, F,), i = 1,. . . , n} be an admissible abelian category; 
then : 
(a) Zf A E J& is locally f.g., then for any directed inductive system {A,} in sI, 
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and any epimorphism l& (A,) -+ A, there is some A ag such that 
A&& (A,)+ A 
is an epimorphism. 
(b) lf{(s;,F;),j=L..., m} is another jinite set of compatible divisors on zz4 
such that {&!, (s;, FJ), i = 1, . . . , m} becomes an admissible abelian category, and 
{(s;, Fi), ($3 FJ)) are compatible, then an object A E ~4 is locally f.g. with respect 
to {(si, F,)} iff A is locally f.g. with respect to {(s:, FI)}. 
Proof. (a) By definition, for each i, we have an epimorphism JJ,“=, Pk + s,:‘A, 
where { Pk} are small projective objects in ~4~ ; then we have the lifting 
But ug=, P, is also small projective in &,, so the lifting can be factorized as 
x-=1 
Pk+s;‘(AJ+% $(A,) 
for some cxO. Thus the composite 
is an epimorphism. Choose a0 big enough such that we have epimorphisms 
si?(A&@ s,:‘(A,)+si’(A) 
foralli=l,..., n; then we have an epimorphism A,“++ (A,)+ A. 
(b) Because {(si, F,), (sl,, Fj)} are compatible, {Se, (sisj, F,Fi ), i, j} is also 
admissible. Let A E L$ be locally f.g. with respect to {(si, F,)}, then obviously A 
is locally f.g. with respect to {(slsl, F,Fj), i, j}. So s;-‘(A) is locally f.g. in 
{Sa,;, (s,si., F,Fj), i = 1,. . . , n} for each j. Because A,; has a set of small projec- 
tive generators, we have an epimorphism 
where J runs over all finite subsets of I and {P,} are small projective objects in 
A,;. But by (a) above, we have J,, such that the composite 
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u Pa+& (u P,)+(A) 
aw” J &EJ 
is an epimorphism, i.e., s>-‘(A) is f.g. in A,; for each j. So A is locally f.g. with 
respect to {(si, FJ)} . 0 
1.6.7. Lemma. Lt xl be an Ab5 category with a set of small projective generators, 
{(tj, Gj)> j = 1,. . ’ 9 m} be a finite set of compatible divisors on J&, 7 = n;=, t,. If 
A E dT, B E &, such that there is an embedding A 9 jr* B and A is locally f.g. in 
Sa,, then there is a f.g. subobject B, of B such that A s j: B,. 
Proof. We regard & = {a, (id, Id)} as an admissible abelian category; then by 
Lemma 1.6.4(b) SeT is an admissible abelian category, so it makes sense to say A 
is locally f.g. in ~2~. Because j,* is left exact, we have j,,A + j,* j: B. Let B’ be the 
pullback: 
B’ -_,B 
j,,A c-;, j,* $B 
where j+ is the adjunction morphism which is a r-isomorphism. Because j: is 
exact, it preserves pullbacks: 
1 
i:(Pg)=id 
A=j:j,,A-+ j:j,*ojfB=j:B 
So we have j: B’ z A. Since & has a set of small projective generators, we have 
lim BL = U Bi = B’, where BL runs over all f.g. subobjects of B’. Then 
- 
lim j: BA = j: lim BL z A . 
- - 
Since A is locally f.g., we have by Lemma 1.6.6(a), an epimorphism j: BL,,+ A 
for some (Ye. On the other hand, j,*BAo qj:B’z A, SO j,*B&z A. We take 
B,= B&rB’qB. 0 
1.6.8. Lemma. Let { ,aP, (si, Fj), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian category, 
{(t,, G,), j = 1,. . . , m} be another finite set of divisors on d such that 
{(sip ‘i), (ti, Gj)) are compatible, and r = n ;=, ti. If A E JzJ~, B E .& such that 
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A 9 j,* B and A is locally f.g. in dT, then there is a f.g. subobject B, of B such that 
AEjj,*B,. 
Proof. First, we may assume m< n and {(t,, G,), j= 1,. . . ,m} is a part of 
{(si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n}; for if not so, we let 
{(s,, Fi), (sit,, F,G,), i = 1,. . . , n, j = 1,. . . , m} 
replace {(si, Fi), i = 1,. . _ , n}, and 
{(sit,, F,G,), i = 1,. . . , n, j = 1,. . . , m} 
replace {(tj, G,), j = 3, . . . , m}. Then because f-I;=, (s,-Tor) = 0, we have r = 
n ;‘=r tj = n i,j sitj. So this replacement does not change sZ~, and does not change 
being locally f.g. by Lemma 1.6.6(b). 
We use induction on n. When n = 1, nothing needs to be proved because 
0 = m < n. Assume the lemma for n - 1. 
To do the inductive step, let (T = n::,’ s,, B, = jz B E _Y$~. Then 
A+j:(B)=jT(jz(B))=j,*(B,) 
(notice that o 5 T, for m 5 n - 1). From the induction hypothesis, we have a 
locally f.g. subobject B,, 9 B, E tin such that j;* (B,,) F A. Then j&(B,,) is 
also locally f.g. in JzI~“~, C dc. Let B, =j,:(B) = s,’ E -p4, , then n 
.&&) ~j~(B,) = i&&Z (B)) = j,*,,,,(B) 
= j&(j,*,(B>> =j$(Bd 
By Lemma 1.6.7, we have a f.g. subobject B,, c, B, in ~4~~ such that j&(B2,,) z 
j&(B,,,). Then by Proposition 1.5.1, there is a B, E ti such that j,“(B,)G B,, 
and j,:,(B,) z B,,,, so B, is locally f.g. in &. But BIO~ B, = j:(B), B,,,Ls B, = 
jst(B), so we have B, + B, and j,” (B,) = jz ( jz (B,)) g j; (B,) E A. This finishes 
the induction. 0 
1.6.9. Proposition. Let {.&l, (s,, F,), i = 1, . . , n} be an admissible abelian cate- 
gory, then ti has a set of locally f.g. generators. Therefore, & is a grothendieck 
category. 
Proof. First we prove that for any A E &, U A, = A, where A, runs over all the 
locally f.g. subobjects of A, which implies that the collection of all locally f.g. 
objects generates &. We use induction on n. When n = 1, d has a set of small 
projective generators, so obviously U A, = A. Assume we always have U A, = 
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A for IZ - 1. To do the induction step, let g= f-l;:,’ si, Ai =jz(A), A, = 
j,:(A) = s,‘(A); then by the induction hypothesis, we have U A,, = A,, 
U A,, = A,. By Lemma 1.6.8, for each AI,, there is a locally f.g. subobject 
A,rA such thatj,*(A,)zAA,U; for eachAZU, there is a locally f.g. subobject 
A’ 4 A such that i,* (A&) z Azu. 
A, = is*(A), so U A, = A. 
Then j,*(U A,) = A, =j,*(A), j,*,<U A,)= 
Next we need to show that the collection of all isomorphism classes of locally 
f.g. objects in .& is a set. But this is obvious, because each dS, has a set of small 
projective generators, so the collection of all isomorphic classes of f.g. objects in 
dS, is a set. Then the collection of all isomorphic classes of locally f.g. objects in & 
is a set because of Proposition 1.5.1. Cl 
1.6.10. Corollary. Let { ~2, (si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian cate- 
gory. Then A E ti is locally f.g. iff f or an arbitrary directed inductive system {A, } 
and epimorphism 5 A, + A, there is some CQ such that the composite 
AoO+ lim A, + A - 
is an epimorphism. Therefore, being locally f.g. is independent of the choice of 
{(‘i, ‘iI>’ 
Proof. In Lemma 1.6.6(a) we have proved the ‘only if’ part of this corollary. For 
the ‘if’ part, by Proposition 1.6.9, we have 
lim A, = IJ Au = A, 
- 
where A, runs over all locally f.g. subobjects of A. Then from the hypothesis, we 
have some (Y,, such that 
A,“+lim A, = A 
- 
is an epimorphism. So Aa = A, and A is locally f.g. 0 
2. Perfect complexes 
2.0. In this section we will generalize the notion of perfect complexes over a 
scheme to our context of an admissible abelian category and establish the basic 
characterization of a perfect complex and other properties. The category of 
perfect complexes will be the category from which we construct our K-theory 
spectra. 
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2.1.0. Let ti be an abelian category, we will fix the following notations in this 
paper: 
C(a) =: the category of all complexes in &, i.e., objects are complexes whose 
terms are objects in &!, and morphisms are chain maps. 
H(d) =: the category of all complexes in SZI, but morphisms are homotopy 
equivalence classes of chain maps. 
D(a) =: the derived category, formed from H(d) by formally inverting all 
quasi-isomorphisms (i.e., chain maps which induce isomorphisms on the homol- 
ogy of the complexes); for details see [8]. 
Notice that C(d), H(d) and II(a) have the same objects, but different 
morphisms, and we have the canonical functors C(d)+ H(d)-+ o(a). 
2.1.1. Definition. Let {Se, (si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian cate- 
gory; we call an object P E d locally small projective if each s_lP is small 
projective in dS,. A complex E’ in & is called strictly perfect if E’ is bounded and 
all terms E” are locally small projective. A complex E’ is called perfect if for each 
i, there is a bounded complex El in tiS, with each E: small projective in &$I and a 
quasi-isomorphism El +s,Y’E’. We will fix the following notation in this paper: 
P(d) =: the full subcategory of ti of all locally small projective objects in S& 
We need an inductive resolution lemma which is a special case of [14, Lemma 
1.9.51. Recall that a complex E’ is called cohomologically bounded above if 
H’(E’) = 0 when i z n for some II. 
2.1.2. Lemma. Let A be an abelian category, D be a full subcategory of A, C,(A) 
be a full subcategory of C(A) such that every complex in C,(A) is cohomologically 
bounded above. Suppose ail bounded complexes in D are in C,(A), and C,(A) is 
closed under mapping cones of morphisms D’ + C’, where D’ is any bounded 
complex in D and C’ E C,,(A). Assume further 
2.1.2.1. For any integer n, any C’ E C,(A) such that H’(C’) = 0 when i 2 n and 
any epimorphism in A, A+ H”-‘(C’), where A E A, there exist a D ED and a 
map D + A such that the composite D -+ A -+ Hn-‘( C’) is an epimorphism in A. 
Then for any cohomologically bounded above complex D’ in D, any C’ E C,(A) 
and any chain map D’s C’, there exists a bounded above complex D” in D, a 
degreewise split monomorphism D ’ 2 D I., and a quasi-isomorphism D ‘* 5 C’ 
such that x = x/o b. 
If further x is already an n-quasi-isomorphism, then we may choose D” = D’ for 
izn. 
Proof. This is given by an inductive construction using 2.1.2.1. For details, see 
[14, Lemma 1.9.51. 0 
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2.2.1. Lemma. Let S& be an Ab5 category with a set of smahprojective generators, 
and regard ~4 = {d, (id, Id)) as an admissible abelian category. 
(a) Zf E’ E C(a), F’ is strictly perfect and there is a quasi-isomorphism 
E’ -+ F’, then there is another strictly perfect complex F” and a quasi-isomorphism 
F” -+ E’, thus E’ is perfect. 
(b) Zf E’ + F’ -+ G’ is a homotopy fibre sequence in D(d)), and any two of E’, 
F’ and G ’ are perfect, then so is the third one. 
(c) if E’,F’ E C(a), then E’ $ F’ is perfect iff E’ and F’ are both perfect, 
(d) For any E’ E C(Se), there is a directed inductive system {E,} of strictly 
perfect complexes and a quasi-isomorphism I$ Ei -+ E’. 
(e) E’ is perfect iff f or any directed inductive system {E;} in C(d), we have an 
isomorphism 
Horn ujd)(E’,e E,) g% Hom,(,,(E’, E;) . 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in (141. The interest reader may follow 
the ideas in [14] to fill in the details without much trouble. 
(a) Confer [14, 2.2.41. 
(b), (c) Confer [14, 2.2.131. 
(d) Confer [14, 2.3.21. 
(e) We can have a quick proof for (e) in our context. 
If E’ is perfect, {E,} is a directed inductive system in C(d), we want to prove 
Because every perfect complex is quasi-isomorphic to a strictly perfect complex, 
we may assume E’ is strictly perfect. Let f E Hom,(,,(E’, lim E,) be repre- --+ 
sented as 
E’; F’+lim\ E,. 
By (a) above we have another strictly perfect complex E” and a quasi-isomor- 
phism E” G F’, so f can be represented as 
E’CE”-+lim Ei. 
- 
Since E” is bounded and each term E’” is small projective, the chain map 
E ‘* -+ lim E, can be factorized as 
3 
E”+ E&-+lim Ez + 
for some cyO. It is easy to check that this factorization gives us the desired 
isomorphism. 
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Conversely, if E’ makes Hom,(,d,(E’, -) commute with directed inductive 
systems in C(a). Choose a quasi-isomorphism: 2 E, GE’, as is insured by (d), 
where all Ei’s are strictly perfect. Because 
we see that the inverse of lim E;, 4 E’ in D(a) factorizes through some E,, so 
E’ is a direct summand ofsome E, in D(d). By (c) above, E’ is perfect. 0 
Next we proceed to give a characterization for the perfect complexes in a 
general admissible abelian category, analogous to the one given in Lemma 
2.2.1(e). 
2.3.1. Definition. Let ti be an Ab.5 category, {(si, Fi), i = 1, . , . , n} be compat- 
ible divisors on d, u = U yEI si. Define a functor 
kjm, : C(sle,)+ C(d) 3 
kjr*(E') = Tot(E(sr’, . . , s,‘)j,,E’) 
= Tot(c’(.?,‘, . . . , S,‘)E’) , VE’ E C(L$,) , 
” -,- 
where C-(ST’, . . . , s:-) and c(si , . . . ,s, ’ ) are Tech complexes of functors de- 
fined in Definition 1.4.5. There are natural transformations jO*+ fijj,* and 
IddW=j,*j,,+jZfij,, induced by the augmentation of the Tech complex 6 = 
(A,) : Id+ ?(s;‘, . . . , s,‘). 
2.3.2. Lemma. (a) fijii,.+ : C(sQ,)+ C(d) preserves quasi-isomorphisms, there- 
fore naturally induces a functor D(J~~)+ D(a), still denoted by kjj,*. 
(b) For any E’ E C(dg), 8 = (h,) : E’ + j,* i?ji,. E * is a quasi-isomorphism. 
1s an adjoint pair of functors between D(S) and D(tiU). 
with colimits. 
Proof. (a) If E’ E C(&,,) is acyclic, then s i ‘Es is acyclic in ,rBS,, because S_’ is 
exact. Thus 
is acyclic because each column of the bicomplex is acyclic. Clearly fijii,* preserves 
mapping cones, so fijii,* preserves quasi-isomorphisms. 
(b) By Lemma 1.4.6, 
cone(S)=cone(E’-+j~fij_E’)=Tot(E’~d(s, I,. . ,s,‘)E’) 
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is acyclic because each row of the bicomplex is acyclic mod (f-l:=, (ii-Tor)) and 
n ;= 1 (ii-Tor) = 0, so 8 is a quasi-isomorphism. 
(c) Define natural transformations 
as follows: for any E’ E D(d), let 
j.,+. = 6 : E’+Tot(E(s;‘, . ,s,‘)E’) = kj,,j,*E’ ; 
for any F’ E D(Se,), let vF. be the morphism represented by 
j,*kj,,(F’) ef-- F-Id’ F’ . 
In order to prove that (j,* , fij,*) is an adjoint pair between D(d) and D(tiU), we 
need to prove that the natural transformations of functors 
are natural isomorphisms. (Notice that one usually requires vj,* 0 j,* I_L = Id,: and 
i?j,+ vo pi?j,. = Idai,,, but a slight modification of the usual proof shows that 
under these weaker hypotheses we still have a natural isomorphism 
and thus an adjoint pair.) 
Let E’ E D(d), then (vj,* oj,*j~)~. is the composite in o(a): 
jzE’- i”s=s jz(Tot(C(s;‘,. . ,s,‘)E’))k jzE.5 j,*E’ 
II 
Tot(c’(S,‘, . . . , S,‘)j,* E’) . 
Because 8 is a quasi-isomorphism by (b) above, vj,* 0 j,* or. is an isomorphism in 
D(4 ). 
Let F’ E D(Sa,), then (kFjr*vopkj,,)F. is the composite in D(d): 
Because 8 is a quasi-isomorphism and l?j,* preserves quasi-isomorphisms, so 
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&,,.(s) is also a quasi-isomorphism. To see that a~~,,~. is a quasi-isomorphism, 
look at 
cone(s,jm*F) = Tot fi (Id-+ s_l)E(s,l,. . . , s,’ ‘* 
i=l 
>I, F-) . 
It is easy to check that the complex of functors 
fi (Id+ s,l)E(s;l,. . . , s,‘) 
i=l 
is acyclic since each 
is acyclic. So SRjmeF. is a quasi-isomorphism, and (fijU*vo P&~.,)~ is an isomor- 
phism in D(a). 
(d) This follows immediately from Lemma 1.1.1. 0 
2.3.3. Lemma. Let & be an Ab5 category, (sl, F,), . . . ,(s,_,, Fnp,) and (t, G) 
be n compatible divisors on &. Denote (~1, F,!) = (s,t, FjG), i = 1,. . . , n - 1, 
u = n:‘=: si, IT’ = n ycl’ s: = CT U t. If (v-Tor) n (t-Tor) = 0, then for any E’ E 
C(a), we have an exact sequence of complexes 
Proof. Consider the complex of functors 
n-l 
fJ’ Id-+ si’)(Id+ t 
-1 
) 
= (Id+ c’(s;‘, . . , s,‘,))(Id+ t?) 
= Id-+ cI(s;‘, . . . ,s,!,)@ t-l+ cv(s;‘, . . ,s,‘,)t-’ 
which is acyclic mod (( ni (s,-Tor)) fl (t-Tor)) = mod ((o-Tor) n (t-Tor)) = 
mod (0) by Lemma 1.4.6, so it is acyclic. Then for any E’ E C(d), we get an 
exact sequence 
O*E’+Tot(c’(&. . ,s,‘,)E’)@t-‘E’ 
+ Tot(c’(s,’ , . . . ,s,‘,)t-‘D’)+O, 
which is just the exact sequence required in the lemma. 0 
Now we can prove the following: 
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2.4. Proposition. Let { ~2, (si, F;), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian category; 
then : 
(a) A complex E * E C(a) is perfect iff Hom,(, ,(E’, -) commutes with directed 
colimits in C(d). Therefore, being perfect is independent of the choice of the 
compatible divisors {(s;, F,), i = 1, . . . , n}. 
(b) If E’ + F’ -+ G’ is a homotopy fibre sequence in D(a), and any two of E’, 
F’ and G’ are perfect, then so is the third one. 
(c) E’ @ F’ is perfect iff E’, F’ are both perfect. 
Proof. (a) Let E’ be perfect. We use induction on the number n of divisors to 
prove Hom,(,,(E’, -) commutes with directed colimits. When n = 1, s1 : Id+ F, 
has to be an isomorphism, and thus dJ, = &‘. So d has a set of small projective 
generators, and HomDG,)(E’, -) commutes with directed colimits by Lemma 
2.2.1(e). Assume (a) for n - 1. To do the inductive step, since ny=, (s,-Tor) = 0, 
in Lemma 2.3.3 we take (t, G) = (snr F,,). Then for any F’ E C(d)), we have a 
short exact sequence of complexes 
where (si, Fi) = (s,s,, FiF,), cr = nyiI1 s,, and u’ = nyll’s:. So we have the 
long exact sequence 
. ..+Hom D(~dPI)(E’, F’)-tHom,(,t(E’, ~j~j,,j,*F’)~Hom,,,,(E’, js,.islF’) 
By Lemma 2.3.2(c), we have 
Because j,* commutes with directed colimits and clearly preserves perfectness, and 
Horn Dc&Y’Y j,*( )) commutes with directed colimits by the induction hypoth- 
esis, so does Horn D(.pp)(E’, &,*jZ ( )). Similarly Hom,(,,(E’, j,“*j,t( )) and 
Horn D(da,(E’, kjii,+j,*V( )) 1 a so commute with directed colimits. Then by the 
five-lemma, Hom,(,,(E’, -) commutes with directed colimits. 
Conversely, if E’ E C(d) such that Hom,(,,(E’, -) commutes with directed 
colimits in C(a), then Horn D(&?E’, -) 1 a so commutes with directed colimits 
in C(sBS,). Because (s_’ = jS:, J,,*) are an exact adjoint pair of functors between 
~4 and dS,, they automatically induce an adjoint pair of functors between the 
derived categories D(a) and D(&J; and because j,,* commutes with directed 
colimits by Lemma 1.1.1, by Lemma 2.2.1(e), s_~E’ is perfect in dS, for all 
i = 1, . . . , n. So E’ is perfect in ~4. 
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(b) APPlY ( > b a a ove and the five-lemma to the following long exact sequence 
* * .+Hom D~d~W-~l~ -)+Hom,&Z -1 
+ Horn DCdsd)(F’, -)+Hom.C,d,(E’, -)+. . . . 
(4 B ecause 
Hom,&E @F’, -) z Hom.C,d,(E’, -) @Hom,(,,(F’, -) , 
we can apply (a) above. 0 
2.5.0. Let {&, (si, Fi), i = 1,. , n} be an admissible abelian category, assume 
we have another two finite sets of divisors on &, ((4, G,), j = 1, . . . , m} and 
{(u,, Hk), k = 1,. . . > r>, such that {(si, F,), (t,, Gj), (uk, Elk), i, j, k} are com- 
patible. Put T = nT=r f,, ZA = f-l;=, uk. 
2.5.1. Lemma. With the assumptions and notations as in 2.5.0, suppose that 
E’ E C(dT) and j:E’ E C((dT),) = C(&“,) is acyclic in ~4~“~. Then 
jz(I;‘j_E’) E C(dP) is acyclic in tiw. 
Proof. Since jz(Rjij,,E’) is acyclic in tiW iff 
is acyclic for all k=l,..., r, it suffices to prove ~,‘(fij~~j,,E’) is acyclic for all 
k=l,...,r. Since j:E’ is acyclic in (tir),=&,,, 7Up=(n~=,t,)U 
<nL=, ‘k)’ nj,ktjUk (L emma 1.3.5(a)), t,‘u,‘E’ is acyclic in z$* for all j, k. 
Since the embedding &,,U, = (~4~~)~ + dU, is exact, tJ’u,‘E’ is acyclic in dU,. 
Then 
‘k -l(~ji~E’)=Tot(~u~ltJIE’~~u~lt,~’l~lE’~...) 
i 
~t;‘u;‘E’~$t-‘tJ1uklE’~. . . 
j i<j 
is acyclic in &iUk because each column of the double complex is acyclic in ~4~ . 0 k 
2.5.2. Lemma. With the assumptions and notations as in 2.5.0, if further 
(r-Tor) n (p-Tor) = 0, then: 
(a) Zf E’ E C(d) and jz E’ E C(dP) is acyclic in dP, then E’ + l?j,.( j: E’) is 
a quasi-isomorphism in SL 
(b) Zf E’ E C(sB,) is perfect, js E’ E C(ti7”,) is acyclic in JzZ~~~, then fij_E’ E 
C(d) is perfect in ti with j: (kj7*E’) acyclic in PI,, . 
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is acyclic in 9J7, i.e., cone(E ’ -+ l?j,* j: E ‘) is acyclic mod(T-Tor). By assumption, 
j: E * is acyclic in dP , then u,‘E’ = fii’( jz E’) is acyclic in &,,, for all k. So 
u,‘(cone(E’-+ fij_j,* E’)) = u;’ (Tot (fi (Id+ t;‘)E’)) 
j=l 
m 
= Tot n (Id_, t+;‘E’ 
( 
j=l 
1 
is acyclic in tiU, for all k, that is, cone (E’+ l?j7*j:(E’) is acyclic 
mod (nr,=r(+-Tor)). But 
($, (uk-Tor)) II (r-Tor) = (p-Tor) tl (r-Tor) = 0 , 
so cone(E’ + kj,* j: E’) is acyclic in &, that is, E’ -+ fij,* j,* E’ is a quasi- 
isomorphism. 
(b) Follow the proof of [14, Theorem 2.6.31, but replace Rj, by kji,. q 
2.6. Definition. An admissible abelian category {&, (si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} is 
called strongly admissible if P(d) generates .J& (Recall that P(d) denotes the 
class of all locally small projective objects in &.) 
2.6.1. Examples. (a) Example 1.6.2 and Example 1.6.3 are examples of strongly 
admissible abelian categories. 
(b) Let X be a scheme with an ample family of line bundles, B2, be a 
quasi-coherent sheaf of 0,-algebras, ti = the category of all sheaves of 9x_ 
modules CQcoh(X); then ti is a strongly admissible abelian category (cf. 
Example 1.1.5). 
2.6.2. Lemma. Let {.&, (si, Fi), i = 1,. . . , n} be a strongly admissible category, 
E’ be a bounded perfect complex in JZI. Then there is a strictly perfect complex E” 
and a quasi-isomorphism E ” -+ E ‘. Thus, a complex in .& is perfect iff it is 
isomorphic in D(a) to a strictly perfect complex. 
Proof. Let E’ be bounded and perfect. In Lemma 2.1.2, let A = S, D = P(d), 
C,(d) = all perfect complexes in &. Because P(d) generates ,izQ, it is easy to see 
that all conditions in Lemma 2.1.2 are satisfied. So for every perfect complex E’, 
there is a bounded above complex F’ with all F” E P(d) and a quasi-isomorphism 
F----z E’, So F’ is also perfect. Then for each i = 1,. . . , n, there is a strictly 
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perfect complex El in s2e,c and a quasi-isomorphism E; -%s,T’F’, so 
cone(E;+sLY’F’) is acyclic. Because E; and s_‘F’ are both bounded above 
complexes of small projective objects in tis,, and moreover E,: is bounded below, 
cone(E;+s,‘F’) splits, and when m small enough, 
s_‘F” = cone(E; -+ s[‘F’)” 
= Im(s_‘d”) @Im(s_‘d”-‘) 
= sZ~‘Im(d’“) $s,lIm(d”~‘) 
where the 8”s are the boundary maps of F’. Thus when m small enough, each 
s_‘Im(d”) is small projective in ds, that is, Im(d”) EP(&). Choose m small 
enough so that also Ek = 0 when k 2 m because E’ is bounded; then we have a 
quasi-isomorphism r ‘“F’ -G E’, and r)“‘F’ is strictly perfect. We let E” = r?“‘F*. 
If E’ is isomorphic in D(d) to a strictly perfect complex, then by Proposition 
2.4(a), E’ is perfect. If E’ is an arbitrary perfect complex, then E’ is cohomologi- 
tally bounded below, so when m small enough and n big enough E’ is isomorphic 
in D(d) to T~~(T~~E’), and T~~(Q-~~E’) is a bounded perfect complex. From 
the above, there is a strictly perfect complex E” and a quasi-isomorphism 
E”GT- (T~“‘E’). So E’ is isomorphic in D(d) to E’. q 
3. Excision theorem and proto-localization theorem 
3.0. In this section we will use Waldhausen’s K-theory construction to define 
K-theory for admissible abelian categories. It can be regarded as a generalization 
of K-theory of schemes to certain noncommutative situations. The proto-localiza- 
tion theorem is proved here, which is one of main goals of this paper. For 
Waldhausen categories, complicial biwaldhausen categories, the derived category 
of a complicial biwaldhausen category, K-theory spectra of Waldhausen 
categories, and basic results like the additivity theorem, fibration theorem, 
approximation theorem, cofinality theorem, etc., we refer to [15] and [14, Section 
11. 
3.1.0. Definition. Let { &, (s;, Fj), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian cate- 
gory, 5”(d) = the full subcategory of C(a) of all perfect complexes in &. Y’(a) 
becomes a complicial biwaldhausen category with cylinder and cocylinder 
functors, where weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms and cofibrations are 
degree-wise monomorphisms. We define the K-theory spectrum of &, denoted by 
K(d)), to be the Waldhausen K-theory spectrum of ??(-Pe), i.e., K(d) = 
KW(9(&)), where KW denote the Waldhausen K-theory functor. 
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We quote Thomason and Trobaugh’s derived category theorem below for easy 
reference: 
3.1.1. Theorem. Let A and B be two complicial biwaldhausen categories, each of 
which is closed under the formation of canonical pushouts and pullbacks, and let 
F : A+ B be a complicial exact functor. Suppose that F induces an equivalence of 
the derived categories 
W-‘F: W-‘A-W-‘B . 
Then F induces a homotopy equivalence of the K-theory spectra 
KW(F) : KW(A)+ KW(B) . 
Proof. [14, Theorem 1.9.8]. 0 
As we have shown that perfectness is independent of the choice of the 
compatible divisors {(si, F,), i = 1,. . . , n} (Proposition 2.4(a)), p(d) is in- 
dependent of the choice of {(s, , Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} and so is K(d). 
3.1.2. Example. Let R be a ring; then {R-Mod, (id, Id)} is a strongly admissible 
abelian category. Let Y,,(d) denote the full subcategory of C(a) of all strictly 
perfect complexes in an admissible abelian category tile; then by Lemma 2.6.2, 
is a category equivalence, so we have 
K(R-Mod) = KW(9’(R-Mod)) = KW(?&(R-Mod)) . 
According to Gillet and Waldhausen ([3] or [14]), KW(?J’O(R-Mod)) is homotopy 
equivalent to KQ(P(R-Mod)) ( recall that P(d) is the full subcategory of all locally 
small projective objects in the admissible abelian category a), where KQ denotes 
the Quillen K-theory functor for exact categories, and Ko(P(R-Mod)) is the usual 
K-theory spectrum of R, so we have K(R-Mod) = K(R). 
Generally, if {a, (si, c), i = 1, . . . ,n} is a strongly admissible abehan category, 
then P(d) is an exact category, the embedding i : P(d)+ SB is exact and reflects 
exactness, P(d) is closed under extensions in &, and P(d) satisfies the following 
extra condition: if f : P-+ Q is a morphism in P(Se) and i(f) is an epimorphism in 
&$, then f is an admissible epimorphism in P(d). So the theorem of Gillet and 
Waldhausen applies, and we have 
K(d) = KW(5+@) = K”(9’@)) = KQ(P(d)) . 
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If { &, (Si, F,), i = 1, . . . ) n} is only an admissible (not strongly) abelian category, 
then K(d) need not be homotopy equivalent to KQ(P(&)). We will see that it is 
K(d) that behaves well under localization. 
3.1.3. Let {a, (s,, F,), i = 1,. . . , n} be an admissible abelian category, {(tj, G,), 
j-l,... , m} and {(uk, Hk), k = 1,. . , r} be another two finite sets of divisors 
on .J& such that {(si, F,), (t,, Gj), (u,, 
F = n;=, + 
Hk), i, j, k} are compatible, 7 = fly=, t,, 
Denote ??(&’ off tip) = Waldhausen subcategory of p’(d) of those perfect 
complexes E’ with ji E’ acyclic in && (‘off’ is to suggest hat the complexes are 
supported off 54,). Then Y(ti off dp) is also a complicial biwaldhausen cate- 
gory. Define K(& off ~4~) = KW(9’(& off dF)). Clearly, 
is an exact functor of Waldhausen categories. 
3.2. Theorem (excision). With the assumptions and notations as in 3.1.3, assume 
(r-Tor) n (p-Tor) = 0. Then j: induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra 
K(jT) : K(-op off $J+ K(&$ off A&). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5.2(b), fij,. is an exact functor from 9(ti7 off tiTUIL) to 
9(& off A$~). By Lemma 2.3.2(b), j:kj,* is naturally isomorphic to Id over the 
derived category W-‘(g(&, off A&,,)), and by Lemma 2.5.2(a), i?j+ j: is natur- 
ally isomorphic to Id over the derived category W-‘(9’(cQe off s2e,)). So ( j: , kj,*) 
induces an equivalence of the two derived categories. Then by Theorem 3.1.1, 
they induce a homotopy equivalence of the two Waldhausen K-theory 
spectra. 0 
3.3. Theorem (proto-localization). With the assumptions and notations as in 3.1.3, 
we have the following homotopy Jibre sequences of spectra: 
(a) (absolute form) 
(b) (relative form) 
where K( )- is some covering spectrum of K( ), i.e., there is a map of spectra 
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K( )- + K( ) such that 
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nrI(K( 1-b 7F,(K( 1) = KC > 
are isomorphisms for n Z- 1 and a monomorphism for n = 0. 
First let us see what will suffice to prove the theorem (cf. [14, 5.21). For (a), let 
LP(ti for &,) be the complicial biwaldhausen category which has the same 
underlying category as 8(d) does, and the same cofibrations as ??‘(_PZ) does; but 
the weak equivalences in 9(& for ti7) differ from those in P’(d) and are defined 
as follows: f : E’+ F’ in P(d for tiT) is called a weak equivalence iff 
i,* f : j: E’ -+ j,* F’ is a quasi-isomorphism in d7. By the fibration theorem [15, 
1.6.41, we have the following homotopy fibre sequence: 
KW(!?J(A! off L$))+ KW(S(&))+ KW(P(& for d7)) 
If we can prove that KW(9’(& for Sp,)) is a covering spectrum of KW(9”(ti7)), 
then the proof of (a) is done. By Thomason and Trobaugh’s cofinality theorem 
[14, Theorem 1.10.11, if we let 
G = coker(K,(&)-+ K,(dT)), 
then we have a homotopy fibre sequence of spectra 
KW(%)+ KW(9’(.d))+ "G" , 
where C?$ is the full Waldhausen subcategory of ??(d7) whose objects are those 
perfect complexes E’ such that the class [E’] E K,(s$) is in the image of 
K,,(d)-+ KO(dT), and “G” is the spectrum with 7r0“G” = G, , ri“G” = 0, i 2 1. 
So we need to prove K”(‘P(&! for JxZ~)) z KW(%‘). By Theorem 3.1.1, we need to 
prove that the derived category W-‘(??(d for J&~)) of S(.& for A$,) is equivalent 
to the derived category W-‘(93) of %’ through an exact functor. Thus after all, to 
prove Theorem 3.3(a), it will suffice to prove that 
W-‘(i,*) : W-‘(P(& for d7))+W-‘(.%) 
is an equivalence of categories. Notice that for an admissible abelian category LZ~, 
W-‘(P(d)) is a full subcategory of D(d) =W-‘(C(d)), so it will suffice to 
prove the following: 
3.3.1(a) For a perfect complex E’ in gS,, its class [E’] E Ko(dT) is in the image of 
K,(d)-+ K,(L&~) iff there is a perfect complex F’ in J& such that i: F’ is 
isomorphic to E’ in D(d7). 
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3.3.2(a) For any two perfect complexes E;,E; in .&, and a morphism 
f : j,* E; += j: E; in D(s&), there is a third perfect complex E” in & and 
morphisms b : E; * E ” and c : E; + E” in D(d) such that j: (b) = j: (c) 0 f in 
D(-Qe7) and j,*(c) is an isomorphism in D(s~~). 
3.3.3(a) For any two perfect complexes E;,E; in de, and two morphisms 
f,, f2 : E; * E; in D(d), if j: ( fi) = j: (f2) in D(sB,), then there is a third perfect 
complex E ” in _PZ and a morphism e : E; + E ‘- in D(d) such that e 0 fi = e 0 fi in 
D(d) and j,*(e) is an isomorphism in D(dT). 
From the same consideration as above, to prove Theorem 3.3(b), it will suffice 
to prove the following: 
3.3.1(b) For a perfect complex E’ in ti7 with jz(E’) acyclic in ti,“,, its class 
[E-l E K,(& off &,) is in the image of K,(& off tip)+ K,,(d7 off ti7,,,) iff 
there is a perfect complex F’ in .J& with jz (F’) acyclic in &, such that j: F’ is 
isomorphic to E’ in D(dT). 
3.2.2(b) For any two perfect complexes E;,E; in & with jz(E;) and jz(E;) 
acyclic in tifi, and a morphism f : j,* E; -+ j,* E; in D(.d,), there is a third perfect 
complex E ” in & with j: (E “) acyclic in tiP and two morphisms b : E; -+ E ‘* and 
c: E;-+E” in D(d) such that j:(b)=j:(c)of in D(dT) and j:(c) is an 
isomorphism in D(dT). 
3.3.3(b) For any two perfect complexes E; ,E; in A$? with jz (E;) and j,* (E;) 
acyclic in zzZ+, and two morphisms f, ,f2 : E; + E; in D(d)), if j: (f,) = j,* (f,) in 
D(&), then there is a third perfect complex E” in ti with j: (E”) acyclic in ti& 
and a morphism e : E;-+ E” in D(d) such that eofi = eof2 in D(d) and j,* (e) is 
an isomorphism in D(szZT). 
The rest of this section will be given to the proof of 3.3.1(a),(b), 3.3.2(a),(b) 
and 3.3.3(a),(b). But [14, 5.2.61 shows that 3.3.2 in fact implies 3.3.3, and the 
proof can be taken over to our context. So what we need to show is 3.3.1 and 
3.3.2. We start with the following: 
3.3.4. Remark. If 3.3.2 is true, then actually we can choose b and c to be chain 
maps in the following way: Let b be represented as 
and c be represented as 
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Let E”’ be the homotopy pushout 
E;\ AE’i JEi 
F; 
. 
\ \ 
il\ 
,iF2 
/ ‘2 
I d 
E”’ 
Then 
representsj~(c)~‘~j~(b)=f,i.e.,j~(i,~b,)=j~(i,~c,)~finD(~~). Wereplace 
E”, b and c by E”‘, i,o b, and i,o c2, respectively. If j:(E”) is acyclic in ~4~ then 
so is jk(F;) and j,*(F;), and so is j,*(E”). 
Also notice that in K,(d) or K,(& off Sa,), we always have [E”‘] = [F;] + 
[F;] - [E”] = [E”] + [E”] - [E”] = [E”]. 
3.4.1. Lemma (cf. [14, 5.4.11). Let { ~4, (si, F,), i = 1, , . , n} be an admissible 
abelian category, (t, G) b e a divisor on ti, E’ be a strictly perfect complex in .& 
and F’ be an arbitrary complex in ~4. Then: 
(a) If f : tt’E’-t t-IF* is a chain map, then there is an integer p > 0, a chain 
map b : E’* G”F’ such that t-‘(b) = tt’(t”)of (recall from 1.3.3 that tP is the 
section of G” induced by t : id+ G, and we have the equality GPtq 0 tP = tp+’ = 
tqGP 0 t”). 
(b) lffi7f2 : E’ -+ F’ are two chain maps such that tt’( f,) = t-‘( f,), then there 
is an integer p > 0 such that tP 0 f, = tP 0 fi. 
(c) Zf fi, f, : E.-t F’ are two chain maps such that t-‘( f,) 2 tC’( f,), where ‘ L ’ 
standshfor ‘being homotopy equal to’, then there is an integer p > 0 such that 
tP$ = t”of2. 
Proof. If Q is a small projective object in an Ab5 category, then Hom( Q, -) 
commutes with directed colimits. If Q is a locally small projective object in an 
admissible abelian category _vZ, by Proposition 1.5.1, ti is equivalent to Z as 
defined in Proposition 1.5.1, then Hom,d( Q, -) s Hom,((s_‘(Q), pi,), -) com- 
mutes with directed colimits because each s,‘(Q) does. Therefore, for the strictly 
perfect complex E’, the mapping complex Hom’(E’, -) commutes with directed 
colimits. and then 
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Hom,;,(tC’(E’), t-‘(F’)) 
z Hom’,(E’, j,,t-‘(F’)) 
= Hom;(E’,l& (F’AGF’-+. . .)) 
g 5 (Hom>(E’, F’)-+Hom;,(E’, CF.)+. . -) . 
Since the cycle group Z’(Hom’) is the group of all chain maps and the 
cohomology groups H’(Hom’) is the group of all homotopy classes of chain 
maps, applying these functors, we get the lemma. 0 
We will first prove 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 for a special case: _c& has a set of small 
projective generators. 
3.4.2. Lemma. Let a be an Ab.5 category with a set of small projective generators. 
We regard & = { &, (Id, id)} as a (strongly) admissible abelian category. Let 
{(tj, G,), j= 1,. . . , m} be a finite set of compatible divisors on ~4, r = ny=, t,, E’ 
be a strictly perfect complex in &, and F’ be an arbitrary complex in ~4. If f : 
j,* E’ + j,* F’ is a chain map, then there is an integer p > 0 and a chain map 
b : E’+ K’(t:, . . . , t;)F’ such that j.,?(b) = j,*(t)Of in C(&), where 
K’(tr,. . . , t:) is the Koszul complex and t = (tf, . . , tfl) : Id+ K'(tr, . . . , tc) is 
the augmentation, as in Definition 1.4.3. 
Proof. First we prove that there is an integer q >O and chain maps 
bj : E’* GTF’ such that j: (bj) = j: (ty)of for all j = 1,. . . , m. Applying Lemma 
3.4.1(a) to 
f;‘(f): rF'(j:E')= ti'E'+ty'F' = fy'(j,*F'), 
there is a q, >O big enough and bj : E’+ GE’F such that tJ’(bi) = 
t;‘(tP’)of,Tl( f) for all j= 1,. . . , m. Since {dr, (<, G,), j = 1,. . . , m} is an ad- 
missible abelian category from Lemma 1.6.4(b), and j,* E’ is a strictly perfect 
complex in d7, by applying Lemma 3.4.1(b) to j,* (bj) and j,* (tr’)of, we see that 
there is an integer qz > 0 such that 
in & Let b = tYzGylob~, q= q, + q2, then we have j:(b,)= j:(tq)of. 
Aicording’to Lemma 1.3.4, {(ty, CT), j = 1,. . . , m} are still compatible di- 
visors on de. Obviously (ty)-’ = tyl, to simplify notation, we write (t,, G,) for 
(tr, CT). Then we have b, : E’+ G,F’ and j,*(bj) = j,*(t,)of. 
Let (tit,, G,G,) be the intersection of (t,, G;) and (t,, Gj), as defined in 1.3.3. A 
straightforward check shows that 
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(tit,)-‘(tiGjobj) = (t,t,)-‘(G,tjobi) . 
By Lemma 3.4.1(b) there is a p1 >O such that 
(titj)P’G,G, 0 tlGj 0 bj = (t,tj)p’GIGj 0 G,t, 0 6, . 
From the coherent commutativity of {(t,, G,)}, it is easy to check that 
t:‘+‘GY’+’ ot;‘Gjob, = G;~+‘t~~+lot;~Giobi. 
Choose p, big enough so that this holds for all i, j. Let p = p1 + 1, and 
b = (t:‘GIOb,, . . . , tzG,ob,,,) : E’+ K’(tf,. . . ,t;)F’ 
be induced from the chain map of the double complexes: 
E’ =: E’ -0 -..-o 
Then the equality j: (b) = jz (t) of follows from the equalities 
j,*(tP’G,ob,) =j,*(t~lGj)oj:(bj) = j,*(t~lGj)oj,*(t,)of= j:(ty”‘)of 
for all j. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Notice that j,*(t) is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma 1.4.4, so the above lemma 
extends a chain map in &, to a morphism in D(d). In order to extend a 
morphism in D(d7) to D(d), as is needed in 3.3.2, we need to work harder. 
3.4.3. Lemma. Let & be an Ab5 category with a set of small projective generators, 
{(tj, G,), j = 1,. . . , m} be a finite set of compatible divisors on ~4, r = fly= 1 tl ; 
then : 
(a) j: (P(d )) generates tiT. 
(b) For any perfect complex E’ in 94,, there is a bounded above complex F’ in 
~4~ with all F” E j: (P(d)), and a quasi-isomorphism F’ -+ E’. 
(c) Zf F’ is a bounded above complex in tiT with all F” E j,* (P(d)), then for any 
given integer r, there is a strictly perfect complex P’ in ~2 with P’ = 0 when i 5 r, a 
complex M’ in dT with M’ = 0 when j > r, and a morphism d’ : M’+ j: Pr+’ such 
that 
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becomes a complex in dT, for which there is a quasi-isomorphism 
F’-+ C,(M’, d’, P’) . 
(d) If E’ is a strictly perfect complex in ti with E’ = 0 when i d n, and 
f : j: E’ -+ C,(M’, d’, P’) 
is a quasi-isomorphism with r G n, then there is a p > 0 and a chain map 
g : C,(M’, d’, Pa)-+ j:(K’(tf, . . , tc,)F’) 
which is a quasi-isomorphism 
Proof. (a) Let A E _Q$, because P(d) generates &, we have a surjection 
JJ P, -+ j,,A with Pa E P(d). Then 
is a surjection because j,* is exact. So j: (P(d)) generates tiT. 
(b) In Lemma 2.1.2, let A = d7, D be the full subcategory of d7 with 
Oh(D) = j:(P(&)), C,(tiT) = all perfect complexes in ti7. To check condition 
2.1.2.1, let E’ E C,(tiT), and suppose H’(E’) = 0 when i L n, and M+ H”-‘(E’) 
is an epimorphism in dT. Since j: (P(d)) g enerates ti7, we have an epimorphism 
Hot1 j: (Pa)+ M, so the composite 
is also an epimorphism. We claim that H”-’ (E’) is locally f.g. In fact, since E’ is 
perfect, for each j = 1, . . . , m, we have a strictly perfect complex E; in titj and a 
quasi-isomorphism E ;-+ if: ’ E ‘. So 
&(E;) E H’(f,-‘E’) = f,-,-‘ff’(E’) = 0 
for i?n, thus E: = B’(EJ)63Z’(Ej) for i 2 n - 1. In particular, ET-’ = 
B”-‘(E;)@ Z”-‘(E;), so Z”-’ (El) is a small projective object in tit, for each 
j=l “‘., m, and we have epimorphisms 
Z”-‘(,P)+ ff-‘(E;) G H”-‘(f,-‘E’) = f;-‘Hn-l(Es) 
for all j. Thus by definition, 
we have a finite subset J C 
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H”-‘(E’) is lo ca y 11 f .g. in .$. From Corollary 1.6.10, 
I such that the composite 
LI il(P,)* LI LVJ-,~“W’) 
atJ LIEI 
is an epimorphism. But uaEj j:(P,) = j:(u,,, P,) ED, so condition 2.1.2.1 is 
met. We can apply Lemma 2.1.2 to get a bounded above complex F’ with all 
F” E j,* (P(d)) and a quasi-isomorphism F’ -+ E’. 
(c) Let F’ be a bounded above complex in &T with all F” E j,* (P(d)). We use 
induction. Since F’ is bounded above, we may assume F’ is already of the form of 
C,(M’, d”, P’) for some integer II, i.e., 
P’=:...+M”-ld”L,Mn d” i:(J) -jT*pn+l- j,*p fl+2 +... 
with (P’, a) a strictly perfect complex in &. Let M” = j: Q, with Q E P(d) 
regarded as a complex; then we have the chain map j: Q d” j: P’. Applying 
Lemma 3.4.2, we have a chain map 
b : Q+ K’(tf’, . . . , tfj)P’ 
such that j: (b) = j: (t) 0 d” with j: (t) a quasi-isomorphism. Now let 
P”=:cone(QAK’(tf,...,tL)P’), 
M” = (T5n-1M* =:. . .+ ,j,fnp2+ M”-I+,(). . . . 
Then Cn_l(M”, d”-I, P’.) becomes a complex, and cone( j: b) = 
C,_,(M”, d”-‘, P”). We have the following commutative diagram of chain maps 
and complexes: 
M’ 
d” 
> ii+ > cone(d”) = F’ 
I if(I) 
(M"-+jTQ)* j,*K’(tr,...,tL)P’ B cone( j,* b) 
Since j,*(t) is a quasi-isomorphism, we get a quasi-isomorphism F’+ 
C&M”, d”-I, P”). We iterate this procedure to construct C,(M’, d’, P*). 
(d) Because f : jr E’ + C,(M’, d’, P’) is a quasi-isomorphism and &jii,* pre- 
serves quasi-isomorphisms (Lemma 2.3.2(a)), we get an acyclic mapping cone Z: 
fij,*jzE. k.(f) , 
hj7*Cr(M’, d’, P.)s 2’ = cone(kj,,(f)) . 
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Let (0, cp) be the composite of 
Since P’ is a bo;nded complex of small projective objects inh;7e and Z’ is acyclic, 
we have (0, ‘p) = 0. Let w = (u, u) be a homotopy for (0, cp) = 0. Then a standard 
computation shows that 
is a chain map, cp 2 kj_( f) 0 u, and 
u : P’+kj_C,(M’, d’, P’)[-1] 
is a homotopy for cp 2 &_( f) 0 U. Because 
-%(s(E ‘+ GiGjE’+. . .))+. . . 
=lim(K’(t;,. . . &E’--,K’(t,,. . . ,t,)E’*..*) 
=lim4 K’(ty,. . . , t;)E’ 
and P’ is a bounded complex of small projective objects, u can be factorized as 
u = Ic;, 0 U’ for some integer p > 0, where 
Ll’ : P’ + K’(tr,. . . , t;)E’ 
is a chain map and 
$, : K’(tf,. . . , t;)E’+lim, K’(t;, . . . , t;)E’ 
is the structure map of the colimit. Since each j,* E’ + j: K’(t7,. . . , tz)E’ 
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is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma 1.4.4, so is each j,* K’(ty, . . . , tL)E’ -+ 
j,*K’(tf”, . . . , tL”)E’, and so is 
j,*~/+ : j:K’(tf,. . . , t;)E’+j: lim4 K’(tr,. . , t;)E’ . 
Since cp & kj_(f)ou, kjii,*( f) is a quasi-isomorphism, and j: cp is an r-quasi- 
isomorphism because cp is the composite 
P’+ j,.j,* P'-+ j,* C,(M’, d’, P*)-+ kjT*C,(M’, d’, P’) , 
j,* (u) is also an r-quasi-isomorphism. Since j,* (u) = j,* ($P) 0 j: (u’) and j,* (I++~) is a 
quasi-isomorphism, j: (u’) is also an r-quasi-isomorphism. Since E’ = 0 when 
i < n and f : j: E’+ C,(M’, d’, P’) is a quasi-isomorphism, we have 
H’(C,(M’, d’, P’)) = 0 when i < n. Since r e n, we see that 
j,*(u’): j:P’+j:K’(tf,...,tL)E’ 
can be extended to a quasi-isomorphism 
g : C,(M’, d’, P’)+ j,* K’(ty,. . . , tE)E’ 
by setting g, = 0 in degree k < r. 0 
Now we can prove a special case of 3.3.2 and 3.3.1. 
3.44. Proposition. Let & be an Ab5 category with a set of small projective 
generators, {(t,, G,), j = 1, . . . , m} and {(uk , Hk), k = 1, . . . , r} be two finite sets 
of compatible divisors on ~4, T = n y= 1 t, , and p = fl L= 1 uk; then: 
(a) For any two perfect complexes E;,E; in &, and a morphism 
f : j,* E; + j,* E; in D(s$~), there is a third perfect complex E” in ti and 
morphisms b : E;-+ E” and c: E;+ E” in D(zZ) such that j,*(b) = iT(c in 
D(tiT) and j:(c) is an isomorphism in D(dT). 
(b) 1 0 ‘f f h n a 1 we urt er assume that jg(E;) and ji(E;) are acyclic in LA!&, then 
we can have E” with jz (E’*) acyclic in LzZ&. 
Proof. Since ti has a set of small projective generators, we can assume E; and E; 
are both strictly perfect and EI = 0 = E\ when i < n for some II. Let f be 
represented as 
Then G ’ is a perfect complex in tiT. By Lemma 3.4.3(b), there is a bounded 
above complex F’ with all F’ ~j,* (P(d)) an a d q uasi-isomorphism F’ ; G *, so f 
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can be represented as 
ji% eF’--,jTE;. 
Let H’ = j: E; U,. j,! E; be the homotopy pushout. Then f can be represented as 
j,*E;-+H’ejj,*E;, 
and obviously H’ is also bounded above and all H’ E j,* (P(d)). By Lemma 
3.4.3(c), choose r < n such that we can find a complex C,(M’, d’, P’) and a 
quasi-isomorphism H’+ C,(M’, d’, P*), then f can be represented as 
j,*E;-+ C,(M’, d’, P’)e j:E;. 
Now applying Lemma 3.4.3(d) to j,* E; 2 C,(M’, d’, P’), we get a quasi-isomor- 
phism C,(M’, d’, Pa)+ j:K'(tf, . . . , tk) E; for some p > 0. Then f can be repre- 
sented as 
fl 
f2 
j:E;- j,*K’(t~,...,tjoE;t-j,*E;. 
Put K’ = K’(tf,. . , tL)E;; then K’ is a strictly perfect complex in & because all 
G y, . . . GTU E; are strictly perfect. Applying Lemma 3.4.2 to fi, f2, there are chain 
maps b, , b, and 4 > 0 as in the diagram 
K’(tf,. . . , t;)K’ 
\ 
K’(tf,. . . , t;)K’ 
\ 
il\ 
1’ 
L Ai 
E” 
such that j:(b,) = j:(t)of, and j,! (b,) = j,* (t) of*. Let E ” be the homotopy 
pushout, b = ii 0 B, and c = i, 0 B,; then f can be represented as 
j:(b) 
j,*E;- j,* E ‘* 
i:(c) 
-ji,*E;, 
i.e., j,* (b) = j,* (c) of, and clearly j,* (c) is an isomorphism in D(&$) because f, is. 
(b) In the proof of (a) above, if j,* El is acyclic in tip, then jz (K’) = 
j:(K'(tf, . . , tE)E;) is acyclic in && because each j: G 7, . . . Gf’“E; is acyclic in 
dW. Then so is jz(K’(tP,. . _ ,tL)K’), and so is j:E” q 
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3.4.5. Proposition. With the same assumptions and notations as in Proposition 
3.4.4, we have: 
(a) For a perfect complex E’ in dT, its class [E’] E K,(&,) is in the image of 
K,(d)+ K,,(-$) iff th ere is a perfect complex F’ in ti such that j: F’ is 
isomorphic to E’ in D(J?&). 
(b) For a perfect complex E’ in &, with jg (E’) acyclic in d7,,, , its class 
[E’l E K,(sB, off &&) . IS in the image of K,(& off tip)+ K,(dT off &,,) iff 
there is a perfect complex F’ in d with jz(F’) acyclic in &,, such that jr* F’ is 
isomorphic to E’ in D(&). 
Proof. (a) First, applying Lemma 2.2.1(d) to kj+E’, we have a directed inductive 
system {E,} of strictly perfect complexes in ti and a quasi-isomorphism 
lim, E; + kj_E’. Let f be the morphism in D(&) represented by 
-+ 
then f is an isomorphism in D(dT), since E’ + j,* fij,* E’ is a quasi-isomorphism 
by Lemma 2.3.2(b). Because E’ is perfect, 
Horn ncgu;,(E’, j,* I’m, E,) =lim Hom,C,7)(E’, j,* E;,) , 
* a 
hence f can be factorized in D(sP,) as 
E’-+j:E;, -j:(limE,) 
a 
for some (Y. Thus E’ is a summand of j,*E, in D(d7), i.e., there is another 
complex E” in ti7 such that E’ $ E” is isomorphic to j: E; in D(dT). 
Next we will use Grayson’s cofinality trick to finish the proof of (a) (cf. [6, 
Section 11 or [14, Proposition 5.5.41). 
Let r be the abelian monoid with the generators of all quasi-isomorphism 
classes ( E’ ) of perfect complexes in d7, modulo the relations 
(i) (E;) + (E;) = (E;@E;), 
(ii) (E’)=OifE” IS isomorphic in D(Oe,) to j: F for some perfect complex F’ 
in &. 
As is proved above, for any perfect complex E’ in &, there is another complex 
E” in Sp, and a perfect complex F’ in a such that E’ 63 E” is isomorphic to j: E; 
in D(&), then E” is also perfect and (E’) + (E”) = (E’CB E”) = 0. So 
actually ?r is already a group. Suppose (G ’ ) = 0 in Z-; this means that there are 
perfect complexes H’ in _$ and K’,L’ in J& such that G’ @H’ 63 j: K’ is 
isomorphic in D(.&) to H’ CB j: L’. Let H” be such that H’ @ H” is isomorphic 
in D(dT) to j: F’ for some perfect complex F’ in .sB; then G’ C3 j: (F’ CB K’) is 
isomorphic in D(s4,) to jf(F’ CB L’), so G’ is isomorphic in D(Sa,) to the 
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cone of j: (F’ $ K’)-+j,*(F’ @ L’). By Proposition 3.4.4(a), the 
morphism j: (F’ @ K’)-+ j,* (F’ ‘6D L’) can be extended to a morphism in 
D(d), so cone( j,* (F’ @ K-)-j,* (8” $ L’)) is isomorphic in D(ti7) to 
j,* (cone(F’ @ K’ -+F’@L’)).Thus(G’)=Oin~iffG’isisomorphicinD(sP,) 
to j: F’ for some perfect complex F’ in A!Z. 
Hence it remains only to show that 7~ is isomorphic to K0(ti7)/Im K,,(d). 
Comparing the presentation of 7r and K,(&,)lIm K,(d) in terms of generators 
and relations, we see that we only need to show that if E; + E;+ E; is a 
homotopy fibre sequence of perfect complexes in .$, then (E;) = (E; ) + (E;). 
Let E ;‘, ES’ be such that E; $ E I’ and E j CD E;’ are isomorphic in D(d7) to j,! F; 
and j,* F; respectively for some perfect complexes F; and F; in d. By adding 
EI’--+ Ei’-+O and O+ E;‘-+ E;’ to E;+ E;+ E;, we get a homotopy fibre 
sequence 
E;@E;‘+ E;@E;‘@Ej’+E;$ES’ ; 
then 
E;$EI’~E;‘~cone(E;$E;‘[-l]~E;~EI’) 
gcone( j_?F;[-l]+j:F;) 
F jz(cone(F;[-l]-+ F;)) 
are isomorphic in D(tiT), so 
0= (E;) + (El’) + (E;‘) = (E;) - (E;) -(E;) , 
as required. 
(b) Look at the following commutative diagram 
From the excision Theorem 3.2, K,( j: ) is an isomorphism with the inverse 
K,(kjz). If E’ E CT’(dT off d7,,,) is such that [E’] is in the image of K,( j:), then 
[kjiig E’] is in the image of K,( j:,,), so [Ajf EE'] is in the image of 
K,(d)-+ K,(sB,,,). From (a) above, there is a perfect complex F’ in ti such that 
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.l ‘,*n,F’ is isomorphic to kjijs E’ in D(d7,,). So 
are isomorphic in D(z~~),), and 
are isomorphic in D(&@). Because jZ(kjTE’) is acyclic in dF by Lemma 25.1, 
j: F’ is acyclic in tip. 0 
With a an Ab5 category having a set of small projective generators, Proposi- 
tion 3.4.5 is 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.4.4 is 3.3.2, so we have proved Theorem 3.3 
for this special case which serves as the first step of the induction we are going to 
use to prove Theorem 3.3 for general admissible abelian categories. 
3.5.1. Lemma. Let { &, (si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian category, 
{(uk, Hk), k = 1,. . . > r} be a finite set of divisors on & such that {(s,, F,), 
(uk, Hk)} are compatible, (T = n yr; si, and ,u = f-l ;=I uk; notice that we have the 
following commutative diagram :
Zf F’ E P(oe, off tiVUlr ) is such that the class [sn ‘F’] is in the image of 
then there is an E’ E CP(.& off tip) such that j,* E’ is isomorphic to F’ in D(dU). 
Proof. Since 
by Proposition 3.4.5(b), we have a G’ E ?I’(&,,, off J&~ “,) and an isomorphism in 
D(tiV,J between S, ‘F’ and jx G ‘. Let this isomorphism be represented as 
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S,‘F’ -L&H'&-jjBG*; 
then H’ E CP(9g,,,c, off timUS,oP). Through the adjointness of (Sir = j:“, j,,) and 
(jz , j,*), we have chain maps F’+ j,?:H’ in C(tiV) and G’-+ j,,H’--+ kj,,H’ in 
C(&J, so we have chain maps in C(d): 
and 
Let E’ be the homotopy pullback 
(1) 
We want to show that E’ E P(d off dP). 
Applying j,* to (l), we get a homotopy pullback in C(dV) 
Because H’ + j~u,ni?j,,, * H’ is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma 2.3.2(b), and j,* 
is exact, we have a quasi-isomorphism 
Because j$ G’ -+ H’ is a quasi-isomorphism as assumed, we get another quasi- 
isomorphism 
So the composite 
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is also a quasi-isomorphism, which is the right lower side of the homotopy pull 
back (2). Thus the left upper side of (2), j,* E’+ j,*fijVj,,F’, is also a quasi- 
isomorphism. But F’ + jz kj_F’ is a quasi-isomorphism and F’ is perfect in SQ,, 
so jzfijj,*F’ is also perfect, and so is j,* E’. 
Applying s,’ to (l), we get a homotopy pullback in C(&J 
A’ 
s,LE’, 
L/’ 
\ \ 
s,li?j,,F’ 
L -1. 
\ k/ 
s, I&’ (3) 
s,~&“,~,H 
Because sil F’ -+ H’ is a quasi-isomorphism as assumed and fijii,* preserves 
quasi-isomorphisms, we have a quasi-isomorphism: 
which is the left lower side of the homotopy pullback (3). So the right upper side 
of (3), s,‘E’+$ ],,*G = G’, is also a quasi-isomorphism, and s,‘E’ is perfect 
in .&*,,. Now since j,* E’ and s,’ E’ are perfect, by Proposition 1.5.1, E’ is perfect 
in &. Finally we need to check that jz E’ is acyclic in &&. By Lemma 2.5.1, 
jzfijflj,,E’, jlfijn,+ H’ and jz js,*G’ are all acyclic in dfi, thus so is ji E’. 
The isomorphism between F’ and j,* E’ in D(s&,) is represented by 
3.5.2. Lemma. Let {&, (s;, Fi), i= 1,. . . , n} be an admissible abelian category, 
{(uk, Hk). h = 1,. . . , r} be a Jinite set of divisors on & such that {(s,, Fi), 
(u,, Hk)} are compatibfe, u = n;lll si, u = nL=, uk. Zf E;,E; E P(.s4 off dp), 
f : j,: E; *j,* E; is a morphism in D(tiV), then there is a third perfect complex 
E”E!??‘(&off.$J and two morphisms b : E;+ E” and c : E;+ E” in D(d) 
such that j,*(b) = j,*(c)of in D(sQ,) and j,*(c) is an isomorphism in D(dV). 
Moreover, we can choose E’ such that [E’] = [E,] in &(a off d,). 
Proof. In the following somewhat long and cumbersome proof, we want to find 
complexes E’, H’ E ?P(ti off dw), a morphism b E Hom,(,)(E;, E’) represented 
bY 
and a chain map c : E;--, E’, such that j,*(B) = jz (c) 0 fin D(dV) and jz (c) is a 
quasi-isomorphism. When we do so, then we have proved the lemma except for 
the last sentence. 
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Let f be represented by 
fl 
jzE;t-G 
f2 
‘--+ j,*E;; 
then G’ E ?J”(JYI~ off dV,,,). Applying Proposition 3.4.4 to 
and noticing Remark 3.34, we have an F’ E L?“(s~~~ off dSnU,) and chain maps 
d : s;‘E;+ F’, e : s,‘E;+ F’ such that F;‘(f) is represented as 
Let G ” be the homotopy pushout 
(4) 
Then the bottom side of (4) also represents F,‘(f), so there is a complex 
K’ E C(sP,“,,J such that the following diagram is homotopy commutative: 
S,'jz E; (5) 
Composing (4) with the upper half of (5), we have the homotopy commutative 
diagram 
K’ 
(6) 
Because j,; F’G K’, K’ E S7’(~~,,n off s&~,,~,~~). Let E’ be the homotopy pull- 
back 
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where x is the composite 
and y is the composite 
We want to prove that E’ E 9(& off dP). First, by applying s,’ to (7), we get a 
homotopy pullback in ~2~~: 
It is easy to check that s,‘(y) is a quasi-isomorphism, and so is 
s,‘E’-+s,‘j, .F’= F’. So s,‘E’ E CP(dJ. Applying j,* to (7), we get a 
homotopy pufiback in J&*: 
It is also not hard to check that jz (x) is a quasi-isomorphism, and so is 
j,*E’--,j,*fij,,jzE;. Because j,* E; -+ j,* l?ji,% jz E; is a quasi-isomorphism and 
j,* E; E P(do), j,*kj_j,* E; f3 LP(d_). Then j,* E’ E ??(sP,). Therefore, E’ E 
P(d). By Lemma 2.5.2, jz (j, .F’), j: (Rj,,,j,* E;) and j: (j, .&jej,,K’) are acyclic 
in dfi, so E’ E !?‘(a off ~4~). “This is the E’ we wanted to f&d. 
Compose jS,J?jSjo* j,* F’ *jr,* fij,+K’ with the following clearly commutative 
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diagram: 
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Then we get the outside square of the following homotopy commutative diagram: 
(8) 
Because the lower square of (8) is the homotopy pullback (7), we get a chain map 
c : E;-+ E’. In the proof of the perfectness of E’ above, we have shown that 
j,* E’ + j,* kji,, j,* E; is a quasi-isomorphism, but the composite 
i:(c) 
j,* E;----+ j,* E’ + j,* kjcT, j: E; 
is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma 2.3.2(b), so j,* (c) is a quasi-isomorphism. This 
is the c we wanted to get, as explained at the beginning of the proof. 
Let H’ be the homotopy pullback 
(9) 
In order to define a chain map H’-+ E’, we consider the following diagram: 
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(10) 
which we want to be homotopy commutative. The square (i) is (9), so is 
homotopy commutative; the square (ii) is homotopy commutative by the naturali- 
ty of the functors; the square (iii) is homotopy commutative by the homotopy 
commutativity of the left lower triangle of (5); and square (iv) is homotopy 
commutative by the homotopy commutativity of (6) and the naturality of the 
adjunction maps of adjoint pairs. Thus (10) is homotopy commutative. Compare 
the outside square of (10) with the homotopy pullback (7): 
(11) 
II 
&,& .K’ 
n 
Then we have a chain map h : H’-+ E’ which makes (11) homotopy commuta- 
tive. Let b E Horn DCdj(E;, E’) be represented by 
where a is as in (9). Then a straightforward check shows that j,*(b) = j,* (c)of in 
N.A). 
To prove the last statement of the lemma, i.e., to choose E’ such that 
[E’] = [E;] in KO(& off &&), we just simply let cone(c)@ E’ replace the old 
E’. 0 
3.53. Corollary. Let { ~4, (si, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian category, 
{(u,, Hk), k = 1,. . . , r} be a finite set of divisors on ~4 such that {(s;, Fi), 
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n-1 
(uk, Hk)} are compatible, CT = n,=, si, and p = n;,, uk; then we have a 
homotopy jibre sequence of spectra 
and thus we have a long exact sequence 
. . .+ K,(& off &,,)+ K,(ti off &,) 
+ K”(& off zQ)+ K”(G$ off -‘$2,,“,). 
Proof. This corollary is a special case of Theorem 3.3(b). In this special case, 
Lemma 3.5.1 is 3.3.1(b) and Lemma 3.5.2 is 3.3.2(b). 0 
3.5.4. Proposition. Let {ti, (s;, F,), i = 1,. , . , n> be an admissible abelian cate- 
gory, {(ukJ Hk), k = 1,. . . , r> be a finite set of divisors on ~4 such that {(si, F,), 
(uk, Hk)} are compatible, a/, = nr=, s,, and p = n;,, uk; then: 
(a) For a perfect complex E’ E 9’(ticPoff s&,,,,.), its class [E’] E 
KC&C” off “Qeu,ur ) is in the image ofK,(& off dP)+ K,(&,, off tV!,Ufi) iff there is 
a complex F’ E CP(.& off ~4~) such that jzPF’ is isomorphic to E m D(dVP). 
(b) For any two complexes E;,E; E CP(& off tiw), and a morphism 
f : jzPE; -+ jz,,E; in 0(&J, there is a third complex E” E 9”(.& off -Qe,) and two 
morphisms b : E;+ E” and c: E;+ E” in D(a) such that jzP(b) = jzP(c)of 
in D(..G$~,~) and j:,,(c) is an isomorphism in D(dTP), and [E “I = [E;] in 
K,>(ti off q. 
(c) We have a homotopy jibre sequence of spectra 
and thus we have a long exact sequence of groups 
Proof. We use induction for n - p = r. 
When r = 1, i.e., p = n - 1, the proposition is the combination of Lemma 3.5.1, 
Lemma 3.5.2 and Corollary 3.5.3. 
Assume the proposition is true for r - 1, i.e., for p + 1. 
To do the inductive step for (a), since 
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then 
WI E W~oW~,_, off 4_1,, > + W%p off %pup 1) . 
By the induction hypothesis, we have a complex j?’ E P(&Ufi_I off tiVn_,o,) such 
that jzPz* is isomorphic to E’ in D(dCP). Also since 
it means that there is a complex H’ E C?P(a off dP) such that [ jzPH’] = [E’] in 
I&(&,, off zZ,o,). Then 
in KlwcTp off 4rp”, ). By the induction hypothesis, we have the long exact 
sequence 
Since [jzn_,H’] - [,6’] E Ker(K,( jiP)), there is a complex G’ E 
P(z&_, off dCrr,_,ucrInV,,) such that [jcT,_,H’l - LE.1 = [G’l, i.e., 
[ jzn_,H’] = [E’] + [G’] = [i’ @ G’] 
in m4n_1 off 4nm,“p ). Notice that jiP(k’ CD G’) = jzPE’ @jiPG’ is still iso- 
morphic to E’ in D(zZ_J because jzPG ’ is acyclic. Now [E’ @ G ‘1 is in the image 
of &(d off dJ+ &I(& _, off&v _>“K ), by Lemma 3.5.1, there is a complex 
F’ E P(d off dW) such that j:,,_,F’ is isomorphic to i-69 G’, so 
in D(tiCP). This finishes the “only if” part of (a), while the “if” part is obvi_ous. 
To prove (b), by the induction hypothesis, there is a complex E’ E 
P(dg _,off &C,_IU,) and 6: jznm,E;-+ E’, C: jzn_,E;+ Es in D(.dr _,) such 
that j>P(6) = jzP(F)of and jzP(-) 
LE.1 in ~o(~c,t_,off~gn~,up 
c is an isomorphism in D(dcp), and [ jt,,_,S;] = 
). From Lemma 3.5.1, the equality [jzn_lE;] = [,!?“I 
implies that we can let j?’ = j* c,n_,F’ for some F’ E LP(.d off ti&). Applying 
Lemma 3.5.2 to b” and c” and noticing Remark 3.3.4, there are F;,F; E 
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9(& off z?~) and chain maps b, : E; --$ F;, ,b2 : F’-+ F;, c, : E; + F; and 
* such that j~~_,(b,)=j~~_,(b,)ab, jzfi_,(c,) =j~~_,(~,)~~, and 
are isomorphisms in D(tiUfi_,). Let E’ be the homotopy 
lower square of the following diagram: 
Let b = i,ob,, c= i20cl; then 
representsf, i.e., jzp(b) = jz&c)ofin D(tiCp). Because F;,F;,F’ E Y(d off &&), 
so E’ E S(d off ~2~). In order to meet the requirement that [E’] = [E;] in 
K,(& off dp), we simply let cone(c)@ E’ replace the old E’. 
(c) Obvious, since (a) above is 3.3.1 and (b) above is 3.3.2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Actually Proposition 3.5.4 already implies Theorem 3.3 
after a small modification. Let {&(si, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian 
category, {(t,, G,), j = 1,. . . , m} and {(uk, H,), k = 1,. , r} be another two 
finite sets of divisors on _c& such that {(s,, F,), (t,, G,), (u,, Hk), i, j, k} are 
compatible. Then {a, (si, e.), (sit,, F,G,), i, j} is also admissible, and 
{(Sit,> FiGj)> i, j) b ecomes a part of {(si, F,), (sit,, F,G,), i, j} and all divisors are 
still compatible by Lemma 1.3.4. Let T = ny=, tj and 7’ = fl,,jsjtj. Because 
n ;= 1(s,-Tor) = 0, we have 7 = T’. Since being perfect is independent of the 
choice of the structure divisors as pointed out in Proposition 2.4, Theorem 3.3 is 
Proposition 3.5.4 for the structure divisors {(si, F;), (sifj, F,G,), i, j} 0 
4. Projective line 
4.0. In this section we will generalize the construction of the polynomial ring 
R[T] and projective line Pk (cf. [ll]) f or a given ring R to the construction of 
&[ T] and PL for a given category d. If Se is an admissible abelian category, so 
are &[T] and P,:. Mainly we will prove the following theorem which is a 
generalization of [ll, Section 8.31: 
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4.0.1. Theorem. Let { ~4, (s,, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian category, 
{(u,, Hk), k = 1,. . . , r} be divisors on ~4 such that { (si, F,), (uk, Hk)} are com- 
patible, t.~ = n;,, uk; then there are homotopy equivalences 
(a) (absolute form) K(d) x K(d)+ K(P$), 
(b) (relative form) K(.& off tip) X K(.s4 off ,?e,)* K(PL off Pk+). 
This theorem will be used to define the negative K-groups, therefore the 
nonconnected K-theory spectra. 
4.1.0. Definition. Let X denote the free monoid with one generator T, i.e., 
X=(1= TO, T2,. . .} with composition T’o T’ = T’+‘. Let & be an Ab5 category, 
A an object in SB. Recall that an X-action on A is a monoid morphism 
A : X-+ Hom,(A, A). Obviously there is an l-l correspondence between X- 
actions and Hom,(A, A) by sending an action A to A(T) E Hom,(A, A). An 
object A E ti together with an action A on it is called an X-object in SQ, denoted 
by (A, p) with 4p = A(T) E Hom,(A, A), or simply A if no confusion would 
arise. When we say ‘the morphism T’ : A+ A’, we actually mean the morphism 
A(T’) = cp’: A-+ A. 
Let d[T] denote the category of all X-objects in ~4 where morphisms are 
X-action preserving morphisms. If we regard X as a category with a single object 
* and Hom(*, *) = N, then a[ T] = Cat(.N, &), the category of all functors from 
X to .# and natural transformations. So &![T] is also an Ab5 category. If 
{(A,, cp,), @i} is an inductive system in a[ T], then 
For any A E ~4, let A[T] = (@r=, A,, T) E d[T], where all A, = A (i actually 
indicates the ‘degree’) and T is the shift to the right by degree 1: 
( a,,a,,... )+(O,%,a,,.. .). Then ( )[ T] : & -+ .~4[ T] is an exact and exactness- 
reflecting functor. We also have the forgetful functor from &[ T] to & sending 
(A, p) to A, which is also an exact and exactness-reflecting functor. 
4.1.1. Lemma. Let d be an Ab5 category, then: 
(a) The functor ( )[ T] : s4+ d[ T] is left adjoint to the forgetful functor; more 
explicitly, for any A E &, (B, 5) E &14[ T], we have a natural isomorphism 
0 : Hom,(A, B)-+ Horn,,,, ((2 A,, T)> (By C)) > 
(b) ( )[ T] preserves small projective objects and generators. 
(c) Zf (s, F) is a divisor on ~4, then (s, F) naturally induces a divisor on &[ T] 
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which will be still denoted as (s, F) with 
Moreover, dS[ T] = &?;Q[ T],, and the diagram 
sl 
( NT1 
f 4Tl 
commutes. 
(d) If id, (sj, F,), i = 1,. . . , n} is an admissible abelian category, then so is 
{ &[ T], (s,, F;), i = 1, . . . , n}. Zf { .d, (s,, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} is strongly admissible, 
then so is { &[ T], (si, F,), i = 1, . . , n}. 
Proof. Easy. Omitted. q 
4.1.2. Let K- = (1, T-‘, T-*, . . .} be the free monoid generated by one element 
Tp’. Replacing N by JV-, we have the category &[T-‘1. Of course &IT] and 
&[ Tp’1 are the same except that we use different symbols for the generator of 
the free monoid. We do so for later convenience. 
Let 2 = {. . . , T-‘, T” = 1, T, . .} be the free group generated by T. Replacing 
.N by Z in Definition 4.1.0, we can define T-action, .?Z-objects, the category 
&[ T, Tp’1 of all Z-objects and Z-action preserving morphisms, and the functor 
( )[T, T-l]: zZ*&[T, T-‘1 
r 
sending A to (@,= __ A, T), etc. Obviously we also 
have Lemma 4.1.1 for &[T, T-‘1 and ( )[T, Tp’1. 
Since X C 3, X- C %:, every %-action naturally induces an N-action and 
X--action by restriction, so & [ T, T- ‘1 is naturally embedded in a[ T] and 
a [ T- ‘1 as a full subcategory. Moreover, & [ T, T ‘1 is also a localization of a( T] 
or &[ T -‘I through a canonical divisor defined as follows: Let T denote the 
natural transformation Id,,,, -+Idd,[,, with T(,ti 9) = cp for any (A, p) E &[T]; 
then obviously (T, Id) becomes a divisor on &[ T], and 
T-‘(A, p) =l& ((A, cp)a (A, cp)A.. .) 
=(lim (A* A-%=**-),lim tp)Ed[T, T-‘1 
--+ - 
because 3 cp CAut(A). So we have &[ T], = Se[ T, T-l]. In the same way we 
have the divisor (T _ ‘, Id ,d,T-~l) on d[T-‘1 and sd[T-l]Tm~ =d[T, T-‘I. 
If (s, F) is a divisor on &, then (s, F) and (T, Id,,,,) are always compatible on 
dae[Tl. 
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4.1.3. Definition. Let & be an Ab.5 category. The projective line over & is the 
category PL of all triples M = (A’, 8, A-), where A+ E a[ T], A- E a[ T-l] and 
8 : T-‘(A+)-+ T(A-) is an isomorphism in &[T, T-l]; a morphism in PL is a 
pair 
where f’ EHom,,,,(A+, B+), f- E Horn,,,-,,(A-, BP) such that ~0 T-‘(f,) = 
T( f2)00. Pi is also an Ab5 category. 
Let (s, F) be a divisor on &, then we can naturally extend it to a divisor on PL, 
still denoted as (s, F), where F : PL + P,; sends M = (A’, 8, A ) to FM = 
(FA+, F8, FA-) and s : Id,L- F is the natural transformation with sM = 
(s,4+ 3sA-). We have (Pi), = PL 
There are two canonical divisbrs on P.:, which we define as follows. For an 
integer 12, let ( )(n) : PL + P> be the fun&or sending M = (A’, 0, A-) to 
M(n) = (A+, T-“08, A-). Let t,,t, : Id+ ( )(l) be the natural transformations 
with t,, = (1, T-‘) and t,, = (T, 1) for any M E PL. Clearly (t,, ( )(l)) and 
(t2, ( )(l)) are two compatible divisors on P>, and 
t,‘M =Q ((A+, 8, A-)= (A+,T-‘~~,A-)~,...) 
= (A’, 0, T(A-)) , 
t,‘M=Q ((A+,&A-)%(A+, T-‘o&A-)%...) 
= (T-‘(A’), 8, A-). 
So the embedding functor j,,* : &[T]+ PL sending A to j,,,(A) = (A, 1, Tp’A) 
induces a category equivalence between ti[ T] and (Pjd),,, and jr,. has an exact 
adjoint jtT : PL + &[T] sending M = (A+, 0, A-) to j,:(M) = A+. Thus (j,:, jr,.) 
becomes a localizing adjoint pair of functors for the divisor (tl, ( )(l)). Similarly 
we have ( jt*, jl,*) a localizing adjoint pair of functors between Pfa and d [ T -‘I 
for the divisor (t2, ( )(l)). If (s, F) is a divisor on &, then the extended divisor 
(s, F) on PL is always compatible with (tl, ( )(l)) and (t2, ( )(l)). 
4.1.4. Lemma. (a) If{&,(s;, Fi), i=l,..., n} is an admissible abelian category, 
then~ois{PL,(s,t,,F~( )(l)),i=l,..., n,j=1,2). 
(b) 1. {a> (Si> F,)> ’ = 1,. . . 7 n} is a strongly admissible abelian category, then 
sois {PL,(s;t,, Fi( )(l)),i=l,..., n,j=l,2}. 
Proof. Only (b) needs a little proof. 
Since & is strongly admissible, i.e., P(d) generates &, we claim that 
{(P[T], T”, P[T-‘I) 1 PEP(&), n =O, 21,. . .} CP(P>) 
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generates P>, thus P$ is strongly admissible. In fact, let 
f=(f+,f-):M=(A+,O,A-)*N=(B+,r,,B-) 
be a nonzero morphism in P-L ; then f’ and f - are not both zero. Let us assume 
f ’ # 0 (a similar proof for f - # 0). Because P(d)(T] = { P[ T] ( P E P(d)} gener- 
ates &[7’] by Lemma 4.1.1(b), we have a PEP(d) and g’ : P[T]-+A+ such 
that f+og+ # 0. Because P[ T-‘1 is also a small projective object in ti[T-‘1 by 
Lemma 4.1.1(b), Hom,drT-ll(PIT-‘], -) commutes with colimits, so the com- 
posite 
P[ Tm’]- P[ T, T-l] = T-‘(I’[ T])= T-‘(A’) 
1 
--% T(A-) = g (A- 5 A-T-. . .) 
can be factorized as 
P[ T-l]& 
I T-1 A-‘P”-lim (A-AA----+.,.) 
--+ 
for some ~1, where (p, is the structure morphism of the colimit. Then 
g = (g+, g-) : (P[ T], T”, P[ T-‘I)-, (A+, 8, A-) 
is a morphism in Pi and f 0 g # 0, so 
{(P[T], T”, P[T-‘1) 1 PEP(d), II =O, 21,. . .} CP(P;) 
generates PfB. 0 
From now on in this section, we will always assume ~4 to be an admissible 
abelian category. 
4.2.1. Definition. Define the functor 
m-* : Ad-+ Pi, n*(A) = (A[T], 1, ACT-‘]), VA E .d ; 
then V* is an exact and exactness reflecting functor. 
Define the functors r, and R1re: 
TTT, .9$f*A, r,(M) = ker(d’), VM=(A+,O,A-)EP:, , 
RIG-,: P~++d, R’n-,(M) = coker(d') , VM = (A+, 8, A-) E PL , 
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where d” = (eocp,‘, -9,) : A+$A--+ T(A-), and 
‘PO . +.A+jT-l(A+)=~(Ai--T-2A+~...) 
T-1 
‘pi : A--+T(A-)=lim (A-~A------+.-.) - 
are the structure morphisms of the colimits. Notice that when we take kernel and 
cokernel we forget A”-, JV-- and %-actions. 
4.2.2. Lemma. (a) ZfO-+ M’ -+ M + Ml’-+ 0 is an exact sequence in PL, then we 
have the exact sequence in d: 
0-t T,(M’)+ T,(M)+ TJM”) 
-+ R%r*(M’)+ R&.(M)+ R1~&14”)+0. 
(b) Let A E d; then 
r,(r*(A)(n)) = 
R’r,(r*(A)(n)) = 
(c) Zf M E PL is locally f.g., then there is an integer no such that when n 2 n,,, 
R’r,(M(n)) = 0. 
Proof. (a) Obvious by definition and the snake lemma. 
(b) Obvious by definition. 
(c) First assume & has a set of small projective generators, then of course s&! is 
strongly admissible. From the proof of Lemma 4.1.4(b), {r*P(n) ( PE 
P(d), n=O, +l,. . .) generates PL, so there is a surjection 
LI uEI CAR) + M, where P, EP(sd). Then by Corollary 1.6.10, there is a 
finite subset .Z C Z such that UaEJ r*(P,)(n,)-+ M is a surjection. Choose no such 
that n, + no > -2 for all (Y E J, then when n 2 no 
R1n* (u I*) = u R’r,(n*(P,)(n, + n)) =0 
aEJ CZEJ 
by (b) above. But by (a) above, we have a surjection 
R’v, (u r*(Pa)(n,)(n)j+ R’r,(M(n)) , 
LXEJ 
so R’m,(M(n)) = 0 when n 2 n,,. 
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Now let {._&, (si, F,)} be an admissible abelian category. Then s_‘(M) is a 
locally f.g. in P$ for all i. Since P,‘, , has a set of small projective generators, 
there is an ~1,) s&h that R’a,(s_‘(&)(n)) =O when n 2 n,. Choose n, large 
enough so that this holds for all i. Then when n 2 lzO, because s_’ is exact, we 
have s,‘(R’n.(M(n))) = Rrrr.(s;‘(M(n))) = 0, so R’r,(M(n)) = 0. 0 
4.2.3. We have two canonical divisors (tl, ( )(l)) and (t2, ( ))(l)) on P.L as 
defined in Definition 4.1.3. Because (t,-Tor) tl (t,-Tor) = 0, for any ME PL, we 
have the following sequence which is exact in P,: for all integer y1 by Lemma 
1.4.4: 
O-3 M(n)B M(n+l)$M(n+l)-5++M(I1+2)+0. 
(12) 
4.2.4. Definition. M E P> is called regular if R’r,(M(-1)) = 0. 
4.2.5. Lemma. (a) Zf 0 --+ M’ ---, M + Ml’+ 0 is an exact sequence in P.:, then: 
(i) Zf M’, M” are regular, so is M. 
(ii) Zf M is regular, so is M”. 
(iii) Zf M is regular, and r,(M(-l))-+ rr,(M”(-1)) is surjective, then M’ is 
regular. 
(b) Zf M is regular, so is M(n) for all n 2 0. 
(c) Zf A E ~4, then T*(A) is regular. 
Proof. Obvious. q 
4.2.6. Lemma. Zf M E PL is regular, then there is a surjection 
vM : ~*(rr,(M))+ M _ 
Proof. First notice that 7r* and n-* are an adjoint pair of functors. In fact, for any 
M = ((A’, q), 8, (A-, .$)) E PL and any B E 4 define 
Qi : HompL(rr*B, M)+Hom,(B, T*M), 
f+ Q(f) = n*(f) 
and 
!P : Hom,(B, rr.M)-+Hom,;(n* B, M) , 
s*Vg)=(fi>fi)7 
where f, and f, are defined as follows: Since rr,M is a subobject of A+ 03 A-, 
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denote 
p+ (or p-) : s-,(M) 9 A+ CD A- -+ A+ (or A-) 
the restriction of the projection A+ CI3 A- -+ At (or A-), then let 
fi = @(P+ “g) : B[Tl+ (A+, rl) , 
f2 = @(p- og) : B[T-‘I+ (A-, 6)) 
where 0 is defined as in Lemma 4.1.1(a). Then it is easy to check that @ and q 
are well defined and @ 0 ?I’ = 1 and Wo @ = 1. So we take the morphism 
vM : m”(n-,(M))-+ M to be the adjunction map of the adjoint pair. To prove v,+, is
surjective, we need to prove that 
O(p’) = (7+p+):,” : ~,OWTl = 5 T,(M)+ (A+, 7) 
and 
m 
O(p-) = (t-‘op-),:; : n,(M)[T-‘I= z ~,(M)+(A-, 5) 
are both surjective. 
Let 
Pi+ : n-,(M(r))+A+$A-+A+ 
denote the restriction of the projection A’ Cl3 Am + A’ (or A ). First we prove 
that U r Im( p:) = A+. Since ti is an admissible abelian category, by Proposition 
1.6.9, ~2 is generated by locally f.g. objects, so we have A’ = U A,‘, where {AL} 
is the set of all locally f.g. subobjects of A+. We want to prove that each AZ is 
contained in an Im( p:) for some r. 
Consider the composite 
h,:A,+%A++T-’ (A+)--% T(A-)=G (A-‘~A-+...). 
Since A,f is locally f.g., Hom,(A,’ , -) commutes with directed colimits, h, can be 
factorized as 
A,+-,A- Llim (A- 5 
+ 
--+A-+...), 
where ‘p, is the structure map of the colimit (‘Y’ here indicates that the map sends 
A- to the ‘rth’ A- in the colimit), so Im h, C Im cp,. Let Ai be the pullback of 
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the following diagram: 
I 
r 
,A- 
1 l- ‘Pr 
A~------+Im(cp;)Clim(A----%A---+...) 
then we have a surjection A: -+ AZ. But the definition n,(M(r)) = ker(d’) means 
that rr*(M(r)) is the pullback of the following diagram: 
A;-----A- 
1 I 
P: q;=T’oa; 
A+-----+Im(cp;)C% (A-AA-+...) a OV, 
so Ai is in fact a subobject of rr,(M(r)); then AZ C Im( p:). Thus we have proved 
that U,Im(p:) = A'. 
Next we want to prove that for any r 2 0, 
Im 2 r*(M)= A') = Im (& a,(M(i))--% A+) , 
i.e., Cr=, Im(q’op+) = CFzO Im( p+). 
We use induction on r. When I = 0, it is obvious. 
Assume the equality holds for r - 1, r 2 1. 
To prove the inductive step, consider the exact sequence from (12): 
o+ M(r - 2)----4 (*2,-Q) M(r-l)@M(r-l)XM(r)?,O. 
Because M(r - 1) is regular, we have R’rr,(M(r - 2)) = 0; then by Lemma 
4.2.2(a) we have a surjection 
7r,M(r - l)@ 7r,M(r - l)* r,M(r) . 
So we have Im(p:) = Im((ti + t2)~p:_1). Recall t, = (1, T-l) = (1, t), t, = 
(T, l)=(n,l), so t,op:-, =pT-,, t,op:_, =q~pT-~, and Im(p:)=Im(p:-,)+ 
Im(nop,‘_r). Then 
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i=O 
= z Im(qjop+) + r] (2 Im(n’op+)) 
i=O i=o 
r-l 
= C Im(n’op+) + i Im(Tiop+) 
i=O t=o 
= i Im(q’op+) . 
i=o 
Thus the induction proof is fulfilled, we have Im(O( p’)) = A+. Similarly we 
prove that Im(O(p-)) = A-, thus finishing the proof of the lemma. 0 
4.2.7. Definition. Let rPL be the full subcategory of PL of all regular objects. 
Obviously we can regard rP2 as an exact subcategory of PL in Quillen’s sense. If 
we restrict 7r* to rPL, then r.+ is an exact functor. 
Define a functor 
Z:rP>+P$, Z(F) = ker(r*rr,Fz F) , VF E rP$ , 
where uF is the adjunction map. Because 7~, and 7~* are both exact on PL, so is 
Z. Because 
is an isomorphism, by Lemma 4.2.2(a), r,(Z(F)) = 0, and by Lemma 
4.2.5(a)(iii), Z(F)(l) is regular. 
Define another functor 
T, :rP,-+PL, T,(F) = r,(Z(F)(l)) , VF E rP> 
Then T, is also exact because Z and 7~~ are both exact on rPL. 
4.2.8. Lemma. For any F E rP>, we have an exact sequence in PL : 
0-t r*(T,F)(-1) + ‘rr*(m,F)+ F+O. 
Proof. Follow the idea of [ll, p. 1321. 0 
We will use induction to prove Theorem 4.0.1. So we first consider a special 
case: .& is an Ab5 category with a set of small projective generators. 
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4.3.1. Lemma. Let ~4 be an Ab5 category with a set of small projective generators; 
ifM=(P+,f?,P~)EP(P~~), and M(1) is regular, then m,(M) EP(&). Iffurther 
h4 is regular, then T,(M)EP(&). 
Proof (cf. [ll, 1.12 and 1.131). M = (P’, 0, P-)EP(PL) implies Pf EP(&[T]) 
and P- E P(&[T-‘I). S ince P(&)[T] generates &[ T] by Lemma 4.1.1(b), we 
have a surjection JJ P, [ 7’]-+ P’, where P, E P(d). But P+ is small projective in 
.&‘[T], this surjection splits, so P + is a summand of u Pa[ T]. Thus P’ is a 
projective object in ti (forget the N-action). Similarly, P- and T(P-) are also 
projective objects in &. By the definitions of n* and R’n-, we have an exact 
sequence which now splits, 
0-i 7.r*(M)+ Pf $ P- * T(P_)+ f&*(M) = o+o ) 
thus m,(M) is projective in J& 
It remains to prove r,(M) is small. According to the proof of Lemma 4.1.4(b), 
{m*P(n) I P E P(d), n = 0, ?l, . .} generates PL, so we have an exact sequence 
O+ ker-t u n*(P,)(nW)-+ M-+0, 
mEI 
where P, E P(d), ker E P(P>), and I can be a finite set because M is locally 
small projective. By Lemma 4.2.2(c), there is an no > 0 such that when n 2 no, 
ker(n) is regular, so by Lemma 4.2.2(a), we have a surjection 
Because ~T*(U~~, r*(P,)(n, + n)) is small projective by Lemma 4.2.2(a), 
rr,(M(n)) is small projective when n 2 rzO. Applying Lemma 4.2.2(a) to the exact 
sequence from (12): 
O+M(n-l)-+M(n)$M(n)+M(n+l)-+O, 
and because M(1) is regular, when rz L 1 we have a short exact sequence: 
04 rr,(M(n - 1)) + g,(M(n))@ I*)+ n,(M(n - I))+0 
which splits since n,(M(n + 1)) is projective. So rr,(M(n - 1)) is small since 
n,(M(n + 1)) is small. Then by induction over decreasing n, all n,(M(n)) are 
small for n 20, in particular, r,(M) is small. 
If further M is regular, then Z(M) is regular. Since in the exact sequence 
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both M,z*?r*(M) E P(P;), Z(M) E P(P,;), thus T,(M) = ~*(Z(~)(l)) E P(d). 
43.2. Proposition. Let ~4 be an Ab5 category with a set of small projective 
generators, {(u,, Hk), k = 1, . . . , r} be compatible divisors on ~4, p = fl z=. , uk ; 
then there are homotopy equivalences induced by the functor (E’, F’)-+ 
r*E’C3 rr*F’(-1): 
(a) (absolute form) K(d) x K(d)+ K(Pi), 
(b) relative form) K(ti off J&,) x K(d off .zJ&)+ K(Pf, off P>+). 
Proof. Follow the idea of 114, 4.9-4.121, only simpler. Since ti and PL are both 
strongly admissible, we can consider only strictly perfect complexes by Lemma 
2.6.2 and the derived category theorem. Consider the following complicial 
biwaldhausen categories: 
A, = strictly perfect complexes E’ in P> such that all E”(k) are regular, 
A = strictly perfect complexes in PL, 
B = strictly perfect complexes in ~2. 
Then the embeddings 
A, CAk_+) .I .CAC9(P;), BC s(d) 
induce homotopy equivalences KW(A,) g KW(A,+ 1), and therefore 
KW(A,j= KW(A), Vk=O, 1,. . . , 
Then the functor 
@=T*( )CB3-*( )(-~):BxB-+A,cA 
induces homotopy equivalence since the composite functors Cp 0 V and I/I’ 0 @ both 
induce homotopy equivalences, where 
Vf= (rr*( j, ?I-*( j(1)) : A,--tB x B , 
P’ = (a,, 27,) : A,+ B x B . 
(b) In the proof of (a) above, if we replace all A,, A and B by A, 17 
9(P> off P> ), A f~ 9( Pi off P> j and B fl 9(d off Ss, ), the proof is still true, 
thus we get ;he required homotoby equivalence. 0 
4.3.3. Proposition. Let {a, (si, F;), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian cate- 
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exact sequence 
gory, {(u,, H/c), k = 1,. . 
(uk, Hk)} are compatible, 
. , r} be a finite set of divisors on Se such that {(sl, F,), 
g = n ;:; si, /* = n l= 1 uk; then we have a natural long 
Proof. From Theorem 3.3, we have the following homotopy commutative dia- 
gram of spectra where the rows are homotopy fibre sequences: 
So we have the following commutative diagram of K-groups with the rows exact: 
By Theorem 3.2.2, we have isomorphisms 
so we get the following long exact sequence: 
Comparing this long exact sequence with the one required in the proposition, we 
see that we need to get rid of ‘-’ (recall from the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
etc.), i.e., we need to prove the following sequence 
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is exact at the middle. Clearly 
Let (a, b) E ker(K,(jl) - K,,( ja)), By a fact pointed out in [14, 1.5.71 that every 
element of K,(A) is the class [c] of some c in A when A is a Waldhausen category 
with a mapping cylinder functor satisfying the cylinder axiom, there are E’ E 
P(dm off tiflU,) and F’ E P(sdyn off dS,ofi ) such that a = [E’] and b = [F’]. Then 
[jznE’] = [j:F’], so by Lemma 3.5.1, there is a G ’ E CP(d off ~2~) such that 
j,*G’ is quasi-isomorphic to E’, thus a = [E’] E Ko(dc off dVulr)-. By the exact- 
ness of the sequence with ‘-‘, we have (a, b) E Im((K,(j,*), K,(j,*,))). This 
finishes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.0.1. We use induction on the number 12 of the structure 
divisors {(sl, F,), . . . , (s,, F,)}. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we only write 
down the proof for the absolute case, i.e., (u,, Hk) = (0, Id) for all k, then 
sZ~ = 0. For the relative case, we just need replace ( )(&) by ( )(& off .&+), etc. 
When n = 1, i.e., d has a set of small projective generators, then Theorem 
4.0.1 for this case is just Proposition 4.3.2. 
Assume the theorem is true for y1- 1. To prove the inductive step, let 
o = n”-* r=l s,. Consider the following commutative diagram of K-groups: 
I I I I . .- W’&) - KoV’$) - KoU’;J @ W’;< 1 - 
n 
KoV’;“,, n) 
By Proposition 4.3.3, the two rows are exact; then applying the induction 
hypothesis to tiVUS, which has n - 1 structure divisors {(s,s,, FiFn), i = 
1 ,...> n - l}, and applying the five-lemma to the above diagram, we have 
isomorphisms 
Ki(SQ$Ki(d)+Ki(P;), i?O, 
so we have a homotopy equivalence 
K(d) x K(d)* K(P;). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.0.1. 17 
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5. Negative degree K-groups 
5.0. Thanks to the results in Sections 3 and 4, we can follow [14] very closely to 
construct negative degree K-groups so that we can extend to negative degree 
K-groups the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4. In terms of spectra, we can 
construct nonconnected K-theory spectra so that we can get rid of covering 
spectra in the homotopy fibre sequences in Theorem 3.3 and get real homotopy 
fibre sequences. We first write down the modifications we need in our context. 
5.1.1. Lemma. Let {&, (si, Z’,)} be an admissible abelian category, ( )[T] : d+ 
d[Tl be the functor as defined in Definition 4.1.0; then: 
(4 K(( >[TI) :K(d)+ K(d[TI) IS a split monomorphism up to homotopy. 
@I Zf further there is another finite set of divisors {(uk, Hk)} on .sJ such that 
{(s,> Cl, (utc. Hk)l are compatible, p = f-I uk, then 
K(( )[T]): K(~Zoff&)+ K(~4[T]offti,JT]) 
is a split monomorphism up to homotopy. 
Proof. (a) Let D denote the image of ( )]T] : d+ &Q[T]; then D generates &[T] 
because for any (A, cp) E &[ T], we have a surjection 
in .~2[ T]. Let A be the Waldhausen subcategory of 8(&[ T]) of perfect complexes 
of objects in D. Since D generates zZ[ T], every perfect complex in sP[ T] is 
quasi-isomorphic to a perfect complex of objects in D, so by Theorem 3.1.1 we 
have K(&[T]) = KW(A). Obviously ( )[T] : 9(&)+A is an exact functor of the 
Waldhausen categories. 
Define a functor 
C: &[T]*&, C(A, cp) = coker(cp) , V(A cp> E d[Tl. 
Then the restriction Cl, . D- d is exact. Thus C will induce an exact functor of 
Waldhausen categories A+ g’(d) if we can prove that C sends perfect complexes 
EA to perfect complexes E!?(d), or equivalently, for each i, s,(CE’) = 
C(s,(E’)) is perfect in tis,, when E’ EA. This can be easily obtained from the 
following sublemma: 
Sublemma. Assume d has a set of small projective generators, E’ is perfect in 
&[ T]; then LC(E’) is perfect in .&, where LC is the left derived functor of C. In 
particular, if E’ E A, because C], is exact, LC(, = Cl,, so C(E’) is perfect in &. 
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Proof. Since &[T] has enough projective objects, 
LC : D-(a[z-])+ D-(a) 
exists. 
Define a functor 
N:&+_,[T], N(A)=(A,O)E&[T], VAEd. 
Then obviously (C, N) is an adjoint pair of functors between &[ T] and LQe, and N 
is exact. We claim that (LC, N) is also an adjoint pair of functors between the 
derived categories. To see this, let E’ E D-(JY[ T]), F’-+ E’ be a projective 
resolution of E’. By Lemma 4.1.1(b), we can choose all F” to have the form 
F” = P”[ T], where P” is a small projective object in &; then C(F’) is a complex 
of small projective objects in &. Let G’ E D-(d); then 
HomDcd,W’(E’), G’) 
r Horn D(sPj(C(F’), G’) = H”(Hom’(C(F’), G’)) 
z H’(Hom(F’, N(G’))) = Hom,(,d,,l,(F’, N(G’)) 
r Horn D(d,&‘, N(G’)) . 
So (LC, N) are adjoint for the derived categories. Now if E’ is perfect in d[ T], 
{FL} is an arbitrary inductive system of complexes in d, then 
Horn o&LC(E’)>lim F,) 
g Horn ~cd,r,,(F’, N@ F,)) 
g 2 Hom.(,l,,,(E’, N(K)) 
Glim Horn 
- D&LC(E-), F,) . 
So LC(E’) is perfect in d by Proposition 2.4(a). This finishes the proof of the 
sublemma. 0 
Now Co( )[T] = Id, so K(( )[T]) is a split monomorphism up to homotopy. 
(b) In the proof of (a) above, replace A by A f~ (Y(d[ T] off tip[ T]) and 
replace 9(d) by 9(& off tiU). q 
5.1.2. Theorem (Bass fundamental theorem). Let (~4, (si, F,)} be an admissible 
abelian category, and {(u,, Gk)} be another finite set of divisors on & such that 
{(si, F,), (uk, Gk)) are compatible, p = n uk; then: 
(a) For n 2 1, there are exact sequences 
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(b) For nzl, 
split naturally, i.e., there are 
h, : K-,(d)-, K&W, T-l]), 
h, : K,_l(d off d,)+ K,,(.d[T, T-‘1 off .dJT, T-l]), 
such that aTo h, = id. 
Naturality here means the following: Let J&S~ be the category of all admissible 
abelian categories {s&?, (si, Fi)} with another finite set of divisors {(u,, Gk)} on ti 
such that all divisors involved are compatible. A morphism in .&4 is a functor 
F: (4 @I, FL), (uk, Gk))+ ia’, (6, F;), (u;, Gk)) 
which sends complexes E’P(& off tip) to complexes E~(sI$’ off d>), where 
p = I-I uk and p.’ = n u;. Then the following diagram commutes for any mor- 
phism F in &1.4: 
K,_,(ti off A$) -%C,(d[T, T-‘1 off &,JT, T-‘1) L K,,_,(.& off SB,,) 
I 
K,z -, (0 K,,(F) 
i 
&-l(F) 
Kn_l(d’ off d;,)L (&‘[T, TP’1 off &[T, T-l]) ~K,_,(& off a;,) 
(c) For n = 0, there are exact sequences 
o~K,(~off~~)~K,(~[T]off~~[TJ)~K,(~[T-’]off~~[T-‘]) 
-+ K,(&[T, T-‘1 off &[T, T-l]). 
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Proof (cf. [14, 6.11). Notice that in [14] K(X) is a ring spectrum where X is a 
scheme. But in the present case, K(d) is no longer a ring spectrum. So we must 
modify the proof in [14]. 
For simplicity of exposition, we only write down the proof for the absolute 
case. For a proof of the relative case, we just need to replace 9’(d) by 
C!?(& off .&&), etc. 
(a),(c) Consider the following homotopy commutative diagram of spectra: 
K(Pi off se[T]) ,K(P$) 
KC+) 
------+K(~aQ[W- 
I ! 
K($ ’ 1 K(T-‘) 
1 
K(.d[T-‘1 off &[T, TV’])----+ K(d[ T-l]) K(T) K(.d[ T, T-l])- 
where the two rows are homotopy fibre sequences by Theorem 3.3 and the left 
vertical map is a homotopy equivalence by Theorem 3.2, so we get a homotopy 
Cartesian square 
W’;) 
W;‘) 
~K(~[TI)- 
I 
KG2 ’ ) K(T_‘) 
K(.FZ[T~‘])- KcTj K(NT, T-‘I)- . 
Then we have a map of spectra fi(K(d[T, T-‘I)-)-+ K(PL) or rather 
aT : K(d[T, T-‘I)---, K(P;) A S’ 
which induces the connecting map aT in the following long exact Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence of K-groups (by Proposition 4.3.3, we can remove ‘-‘): 
K,(T-‘)-UT) > K,(d[T, T-‘])--t..+ K,,(d$[T, T-l]). 
From Theorem 4.0.1, we have isomorphisms 
K,(G) : K,(d) CB K,(d)-, K,(P;) , Vn L 0. 
Let ln,rn : K,(d) -+ K,(d)@ K,(d) send x to (x, 0), (0, x) respectively, and 
i,,=l,,-rn. Then 
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But (K(T,‘WW% ~,t~,‘PWW% is an injection by Lemma 5.1.1, and 
Im(l,) @Im(i,) = K,(d) CD K,(d), so the above long exact sequence breaks into 
the following exact sequence for n 2 0: 
which is (a). For n = 0, we get 
which is (c). 
(b) The tensor product (in the obvious sense) induces the following homotopy 
commutative diagram of spectra (here 2 is the ring of integers): 
K(S2) A K(Z[ T, PI)- 2 K(d) A K(Pk) A S’ 
a3 1 I CBA1 
K(d[T, T-l])” a, K(P;) A s’ 
By (4 above, WK,(a,)) = L,(d), so we have the homotopy commutative 
diagram 
K(.Pz) A K(Z[T, T-‘])-2 K(d) A K(Z) A S1 
CB 
I I 
CBA1 
(13) 
K(&[T, T-r])- aT > K(d) A S’ 
On the other hand, let T denote the map of spectra S’ --, K(Z[ T, T-‘I)- which 
represents the element T E K,(Z[ T, T-l])- = K,(Z[ T, T-l]); then we have the 
following homotopy commutative diagram: 
K(d) A K(z) A s’ - K(d) A K(Z[ T, T-l])- 
I 
K(d) A s’ 
I 
- K(d[T, T-‘I)- 
(14) 
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Composing (14) with (13) horizontally, we have the following homotopy com- 
mutative diagram: 
K(d) A K(Z) A s’- K(d) A K(Z[ T, T-l])-- K(22) A K(Z) A s’ 
1 I 1 (15) 
K(d) A s’ - K(d[T, T-l])- 7 K(d) A s’ 
The composite of the top row of (15) is an automorphism [14, Theorem 6.1(b)], 
and because K(d) A K(Z)2 K(d) induces a K(Z)-module structure on K(d), 
so the composite of the bottom row of (15) is also an automorphism. Let h, be 
the composite of the inverse of this automorphism and of the map K(d) A 
S’+K(d[T, T’])- at the bottom of (14); then a,oh,=id, so aT is split. 
Obviously h, is natural. 0 
Let &.J$ be the category defined as in Theorem 5.1.2(b), then we can construct 
covariant functors K: from A& to the category of all abelian groups for all YE = 0, 
kl, k2, . . . and KB from &I to the category of spectra. We refer the reader to 
[14, Section 61 for detailed construction of Kf and KB. Here we only write down 
the final results of the construction. 
5.2. Theorem (Bass fundamental theorem). Let (~4, (s;, Fi), i = 1,. . . , n} be an 
admissible abelian category, {(uk, Hk), k = 1,. . , r} be another finite set of 
divisors on ~4 such that {(s;, Fi), (uk, Hk)} are compatible, t-t = n:,, uk; then: 
(a) The natural map K(,Pe off dF)+ KB(ti off tiw) induces isomorphisms on 
z-n for n 2 0: 
K,(d off &,J% K,“(& off ti,J 
(b) For any integer n, there is a natural exact sequence. 
O+ K,B(d off $) + Kfl(&[T]off $[T])@ K,B(d[T-‘Ioff sP,[T-‘1) 
-+ K,B(&B[T, T-‘1 off &[T, T-l])+ K,B_@ off $)+O. 
(c) There is a natural homotopy fibre sequence of spectra 
K(d[Tl off~JT1) b K(&[T-‘]off $[T-‘1) 
k(& off ,d,) 
-% K(&[T, T-‘1 off &JT, T-‘])+ZK(& off &) . 
(d) For any integer n and any positive integer k 2 1, we have the natural 
isomorphism a,o...~d.~o(U T,)o*.*o(U T,)=id: 
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(e) For any positive integer k Z- 1, the composite d, 0 . . .o d,, 0 ( U T, ) 0 * . .o 
(U Tk) is a natural homotopy equivalence, i.e., the following diagram is 
homotopy commutative: 
ZkKB(.& off &J=KB(&[T;‘, . . . , T,‘] off $[T;‘, . . . , T;‘]) 
From the construction of Kz and Kg and the degree shifting formula, Theorem 
5.2(d), we can re-write the results in Sections 3 and 4 in terms of Kt and KB 
easily. 
5.3. Theorem (Excision). Let (SB, (s,, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible abelian 
category, {(t,, Gj), j = 1,. . . , m} and {(uk, Hk), k = 1,. . . , r} be other two finite 
sets of divisors on zx2 such that {(s;, F,), (tj, G,), (uk, Hk)} are compatible, 
7 = n TzI t,, I_L = n;= 1 uk, and (T-Tor) n (p-Tor) = 0; then we have induced by 
the localization functor jz, a natural homotopy equivalence, 
KB( j:) : KB(& off tip)2 KB(&, off &,,) 
and isomorphisms for all integers n, 
5.4. Theorem (Projective line bundle theorem). Let { ~2, (s,, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} be 
an admissible abelian category, {(u,, Hk), k = 1, . . , r} be another finite set of 
divisors on ti such that { (sl, F,), ( uk, Hk)} are compatible, p = n ;= 1 uk; then we 
have natural homotopy equivalences, 
(9 KB(ti) x KB(s4)A KB(P,b,), 
(ii) KB(& off A$) x KB(& off &)~ KB(P; off P;&), 
and isomorphisms for all integers n, 
K;(d) x K,B(d)A K,B(P;), 
K,B(& off $J x K,B(Se off 4)A K,B(P$ off P$) . 
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5.5. Theorem (Localization). Let { &, (si, F,), i = 1, . . . , n} be an admissible 
abelian category, {(tj, G,), j = 1,. . . , m} and {(a,, H,), k = 1,. . . , r} be another 
two finite sets of divisors on ti such that {(si, F,), (tj, G,), (u,, Hk)} are 
compatible, T = fly=, tit k = nL=, uk; then there are homotopy jibre sequences of 
spectra, 
(9 KB(d off &)+ KB(d)+ KB(d*) ) 
(ii) KB(d off d7”,)-, KB(d off .$J+ KB(sQ, off dT”,), 
and the long exact sequences of K-groups drawn from the above homotopy jibre 
sequence, 
(9 . . -+ K,“(.& off ~4~) + K;(d)* K,B(SB,)’ *. * ) 
(ii) ~~~~K,B(~off~~“,,)~K,B(~offs&,)~K,B(~~off~~,,)4~~~. 
Proof. See [14, Theorem 7.41. 0 
5.6.1. Proposition (Mayer-Vietoris). Let (~4, (si, F,)} be an admissible abeliun 
category, {(t,,, G,,)} , {(t,,, Gj,)} and {(uk, Hk)} be another three finite sets of 
divisors on ti such that all the divisors involved are compatible, T, = nj, tj,, 
r2= nj2tj,, /r = n,u,; then we have homotopy Cartesian squares: 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
The rows are homotopy fibre sequences by Theorem 5.5, the left vertical map is a 
homotopy equivalence by Theorem 5.3, so the right square is a homotopy 
Cartesian square. q 
5.6.2. Proposition. Let (~4, (s,, Fj)} be an admissible ubeliun category, 
{(%,Y HkJ und {(u,~’ 4J) b e another two finite sets of divisors on ~4 such that 
all the divisors involved are compatible, pI = fI k, uk,, pu, = n k2 ukz; then we have 
a homotopy Cartesian square: 
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KBW off &,“J - KB(& off .J$) 
! 1 
KB(ti off &4/J -KB(d off &,“&J 
roof. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
1 
KB(& off &) ---- ---+ 
KB(d off &,u,+) 
I 
1 i 
KB(d) -- --+ KB($J 
‘1 \ ‘\ 
\ 
?A ‘LA ” 
The rows are homotopy fibre sequences by Theorem 6.4, the right vertical square 
is homotopy Cartesian by Proposition 6.5.1, and the middle vertical square is 
homotopy Cartesian obviously, so the left vertical square is homotopy Cartesian 
also. 17 
5.6.3. We will use homotopy limits of systems of spectra to formulate the 
Mayer-Vietoris theorem for covers with more than two sets of divisors. For 
definition and basic properties of homotopy limits of systems of spectra, we refer 
to [13, Sections 1 and 51. 
Let {d, (si, E;1>> b e an admissible abelian category, { (tj,, GJ} , . . . , {(t,, GJ} 
be p finite sets of divisors on A& such that all the divisors involved are compatible, 
T, = n. t. 7 = n jp t,,. We call % = (7,) . . . , TV} a cover of a if I, I,’ . . . ’ P 
(7, -Tar) n . . . n (,-Tor) = 0. 
If F is an arbitrary functor from A# to the category of spectra, we denote by 
the homotopy limit over A of the cosimplicial spectrum where the coface maps 
and codegeneracy maps are defined in the standard way. There is a natural 
augmentation 
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which is induced by 
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Let “Ir = {(TV,. , CT,} be another cover of &. We call w‘ a refinement of % if the 
all divisors involved are compatible, and if there is a map 
cp : (1,. . . ,4)+ (1,. . .T PI 
such that ak 2 TV for k = 1,. . . , q. Let Yf be a refinement of %; there is an 
augmentation-preserving map fi*(&, 011; F)-+ fi’(ti, ‘I’“; F) induced by {I,}, 
where 
J, : Ifi 
I, ,,..., /,=l 
%Qqo”...“~p k ,fi =1 Fc4q.4,J 
0, 1, 
is such that J,. = ((Jr)kO,_,,,k,) with (Jr)k,,,.,,k, the composite 
By [13, Section 1.201 (or more accurately the same proof as the one given 
there), the induced map fi.(&, %; F)-+ A*(&, Y”; F) is independent of the 
choice of the cp up to homotopy, so if 011 and YV” refine each other, then 
k*(&, %; F) is homotopy equivalent to @‘(&, Yf; F). 
Let 011={7,,.. . , T,,} be a cover of &. If {(uk, Hk)} is another finite set of 
divisors on J& which are compatible with all the other divisors involved, p = 
I-l,.,, then 
- __ 
j-l u ou = (71 u /A,. . . rp u p} 
is a cover of Sa,. 
5.7. Theorem (Mayer-Vietoris). Let (~4, (si, F,)} be an admissible abelian cate- 
gory, {(u,, Hk)I, {(tj,, Gjl)I,. ’ . > { (tjP, GiP)} be another p + 1 finite sets of divisors 
on .s4 such that all the divisors involved are compatible, p = fl k uk, r, = 
nj, tj,, . . . ,Tp = njptip, a = crl,. . . ,Tp). If 
(rl-Tor) fl . * . n (r,,-Tor) = 0, 
then the augmentations are homotopy equivalences: 
(9 KB(d) -+ ky.d, a%; KB) 
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(ii) KB(& off spcl)+ ii+& 011; KB(Sq ) off&q ,“,)) 
fi KB(tiT, off _~4~,~~ 
l=l 
)3...). 
Therefore, we have the strongly convergent Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequences 
Proof. See [14, 8.2.5 and 8.31. We need to replace a cover of a scheme by a cover 
of an admissible abelian category, and replace the intersection of open sub- 
schemes by the union of torsion theories, etc. q 
6. Applications 
6.1. Theorem. Let R be an arbitrary ring, t,, . . . , t, be n elements in the center of 
R or if not, there are ‘p,, . . . , cp, f Aut(R) such that for any a E R, tia = pi(a)ti, 
cp,(t,) = ti, ‘p, 0 4 = 4 0 vi for any i, j = 1, . . . , n. If Rt, + . * . + Rt, = R, then we 
have a homotopy equivalence: 
fi KB(R[tJ1])2 fi K”(R[t~‘t~‘])~*. .) 
j=l r,j=l 
and therefore a strongly convergent spectral sequence 
E;‘q = HP 
( ,c ~~(Wf’l)+ ii, K,B@K’tJ’I)-, . . .) 
+ K;_,(R) . 
Proof (cf. Example 1.2.3). (tl, Id), . . . , (t,, Id) are compatible divisors on R-Mod, 
and Rt, + . * . + Rt, = R implies (t,-Tor) rl * . . fl (t,-Tor) = 0, so {t, , . . . , t,} be- 
comes a cover of R-Mod, then the corollary follows Theorem 5.7. •! 
Proposition 6.2. Let X be a smooth variety over afield k; then the embedding from 
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the structure sheaf CT& of X to the sheaf 9X of germs of differential operators on X 
induces isomorphisms of K-groups of all integers n: 
K,(X) g K,,(gx) for all n . 
Proof. Since X is a variety over a field k, X has an ample family of line bundles, 
thus X = Ui_, Xst, where Xst is the locus of a global section s, of some line bundle 
F, on X and is affine. Then (si, Fi), . . . , (s,, F,) are divisors on the categories 
L$ = Qcoh(X) and &$‘= the category of all sheaves of 9,-modules in Qcoh(X), 
and form covers for d and &‘; and the localizations tis,, = r(X,;, O,)-Mod and 
&i, = I(Xsi, gd,)-Mod (cf. Examples 1.1.4 and 1.1.5). From [ll, 7.21, we have 
isomorphisms for all n 2 0, K(T(X, , Ox))-+ K,(T(X,, Sa,)). Then the proposi- 
’ tion follows Theorem 5.7. Cl 
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